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T

he United States, Britain,
France and Italy are discussing extending the air
offensive against the Islamic State (ISIS) to Libya
to prevent the Islamist group seizing the country’s energy wealth and
establishing a beachhead to launch
attacks on Europe.
Four years after the Americans,
their NATO allies and some Arab
powers mounted a major air campaign to help Libyan rebels topple
Muammar Qaddafi, a conflict that
plunged the North African country into anarchy, the same Western
powers are seeking to prevent ISIS
setting up a new stronghold outside
Syria and Iraq.
Leaders from 23 countries met in
Rome on February 2nd to hammer
out a military option, underlining
the growing unease that ISIS has defied efforts to stamp it out.
Libya’s energy wealth, its porous
borders with six countries, the
abundance of arms and the
security vacuum left by the
2011 civil war make it an ideal
launch pad for ISIS to extend
its savage, apocalyptic ideology across the Maghreb
and into the Sahel.
“The last thing in the
world you want is a false
caliphate with access
to billions of dollars of
oil revenue,” US Secretary of State John Kerry
warned in Rome.
Michael Morell, former deputy director of the
CIA, warned ISIS is capable
of seizing “large amounts
of territory… I wouldn’t be
surprised if we woke up
one morning and ISIS… had
grabbed a large part of Libyan
territory — the same kind of

Firefighters try to put out a fire in an oil tank set ablaze after attacks by the Islamic State (ISIS) in the
port of Al-Sidra, in Ras Lanuf, Libya, on January 23rd.
blitzkrieg… that we saw in Iraq.”
US President Barack Obama is
ready to take action in Libya to
counter the ISIS threat, the White
House said on February 3rd.
“If there is a need for the United
States to take unilateral action to
protect the American people, the

The current
thinking seems to
call for a limited
war strategy
involving air
strikes against ISIS.

president won’t hesitate to do that,”
said White House spokesman Josh
Earnest.
Earnest declined to comment on
whether Obama had made any decisions on the possibility of sending
ground troops into Libya, but said
the president has “demonstrated a
willingness to take decisive action,”
even in Libya.
ISIS has suffered military setbacks
in Iraq and Syria of late but remains
resilient in Libya, its next most important territory. Unlike Iraq and
Syria, Libya is within easy reach of
southern Europe.
ISIS’s Libyan branch has some
3,000-5,000 fighters who control
400km of coastline. In June 2015,

they captured the port city of Sirte,
450km east of Tripoli, and launched
attacks on Libya’s “oil crescent”.
Current Western military thinking appears to favour a limited strategy of air strikes against ISIS and its
Libyan allies, with Sirte the main
target, supported by special operations forces raids to kill or capture
key leaders.
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He lives
in Beirut.
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Warnings of Mosul dam disaster downplayed by Baghdad
Jamal J. Halaby

Beirut

T

he United States has
warned that the Mosul
dam, weakened as a result
of the war with Islamic
State, could burst and
send a catastrophic wave downriver
to engulf Iraq’s second largest city
and flood Baghdad. Iraqi officials,
however, dismissed reports of damage as “rumours”.
Experts said a breach of the dam,
which holds 8.1 billion-11.1 cubic
metres (bcm) of water, could send a
tsunami-like crush of water surging
at speeds of 3.5 kilometres per second with waves as high as 25 metres
down the Tigris, inundating Mosul’s
population of 650,000. Waves as
high as 4 metres would rush towards
Baghdad, 350km to the south. Hundreds of thousands could be killed
and more than 2 million displaced.
“All we know is when it goes, it’s

going to go fast and that’s bad,” said
US Army Lieutenant-General Sean
MacFarland, adding that experts
continue to assess the dam, a showpiece project built in the 1980s un-

der dictator Saddam Hussein.
US President Barack Obama telephoned Iraqi Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi on January 26th to discuss
the Mosul dam, Iraqi lawmaker

Shrouq al-Ubaiyachi said.
“When Obama calls the Iraqi
prime minister and the Mosul dam
is the focus of the call, one can’t but
take the issue seriously,” Ubaiyachi
said
Dam officials, however, dismissed
any imminent danger, with Deputy
Manager Abdullah Taaqi saying:
“This is bogus.”

Experts said a
breach of the
dam could send a
tsunami-like crush
of water surging.

An employee works at strengthening the Mosul Dam, on February 1st.

“Rumours,” he said, could have
stemmed from a “technical fault”
that closed part of the dam. “It
could be that people see water is
only flowing from one side, unlike
before, when it poured down from
two sides,” he said.
Worries over the dam are not new.

Cracks were noted shortly after it
became fully operational in 1986.
Experts said the dam’s gypsum and
limestone bed dissolves in water,
causing cracks that undermine the
foundation.
Temporary solutions dictated
constant grouting but when Islamic
State (ISIS) seized the dam along
with Mosul in August 2014, speculation mounted that the militants
might destroy it. The dam was soon
recaptured but by then workers had
fled and there was a break in the
grouting schedule.
Despite its reservations over the
threat, the Iraqi government awarded a contract to the Italian Trevi
Group on February 2nd to repair the
dam.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan,
is the Levant editor for The Arab
Weekly and has covered the Middle
East and North Africa for nearly
three decades.
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Rome conference examines ISIS threat in Libya
The Arab Weekly staff

Rome

F

or the US-led international coalition fighting
the Islamic State (ISIS),
it is a question of does it
want the good news or
bad news first?
On the one hand, ISIS is in retreat in Iraq and Syria. On the other, the group is expanding in Libya
and continues to demonstrate a
dangerous ability to target global
capitals.
Representatives of the 23 countries of the US-led coalition met on
February 2nd in Rome to discuss
developments in the war against
ISIS and what needs to be done to
eradicate the self-styled caliphate.
US Secretary of State John Kerry
informed the meeting that over
the last six months ISIS fighters
have lost 40% of their territory in
Iraq and 20% of their territory in
Syria thanks to an escalating aerial
campaign targeting the group’s
heartland.

Representatives of
the 23 countries of
the US-led coalition
met on February 2nd
in Rome to discuss
developments in the
war against ISIS.
Despite recent victories, Kerry
said the battle was far from over
and warned against overconfidence in a war that is being fought
on more than one front.
“We are surely not here to brag
about anything. We’re here to recommit. We’re here to re-evaluate.
We’re here to make judgments
about things we have started that

we could do better,” he said.
Italian Foreign Minister Paolo Gentiloni, who opened the
meeting with Kerry, also warned
against taking ISIS lightly, saying:
“We know that we have in front
of us an organisation that is very
resilient and able to plan strategically and we should not underestimate it.”
“If anything we need to be even
more wary and more watchful because we know that the more ISIS
is squeezed in its core territories,
the more tempted it is to pursue its
terrorist activities elsewhere. We
are witnessing renewed activity in
Libya and sub-Saharan Africa,” he
added.
Kerry warned of the possibility
of ISIS “metastasising” from Syria
and Iraq to Libya. ISIS has a presence in the North African state,
controlling part of the country’s
central coast, centring on Sirte.
The group also claims to have
chapters in Bayda, Benghazi, AlKhums, Tripoli and Derna.
ISIS has spoken of the “immense
potential” that Libya offers the
group, thanks to the lack of any
real security control and the presence of huge caches of unsecured
arms from the Libyan civil war.
If the group were to gain a foothold in the North African state,
it could threaten the security of
next door neighbours, especially
Tunisia, and serve as a gateway to
Europe, which is increasingly concerned about ISIS attacks following the Paris shootings in November. Despite this, there have been
positive political developments
in Libya amid efforts to establish
a national unity government to
bring together the country’s two
warring administrations.
“In Libya, we are on the brink of
getting a government of national
unity. That country has resources.
The last thing in the world you

EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini (L), talks to US Secretary of State John Kerry, during the
23-nation conference, in Rome, on February 2nd.
want is a false caliphate with access to billions of dollars of oil revenue,” Kerry said.
US President Barack Obama
would not hesitate if need be to
take “unilateral action to protect
the American people”, a White
House spokesman said on February 3rd, though he declined to

comment on whether any decisions had been made on the possibility of sending ground troops
into Libya.
Western air strikes in Iraq and
Syria have specifically targeted
ISIS oil facilities in a bid to cripple the group’s finances, a strategy
that has witnessed some success

with ISIS cutting the salary of its
fighters by half.
The West has indicated greater
willingness to commit troops on
the ground in Libya, as opposed to
Iraq and Syria, with the objective
to stamp out ISIS before it is able
to gain a significant stranglehold
in the country.

The three challenges of countering ISIS in Libya

View poi nt

Christopher S.
Chivvis

I

n a late January meeting
with his French counterpart,
the chairman of the US Joint
Chiefs of Staff, US Marine
General Joseph Dunford,
called for “decisive action”
against a growing Islamic State
(ISIS) menace in Libya. His call
comes on the heels of weeks of
backroom discussions about how
to handle ISIS’s grip on a large
area of Libya’s Mediterranean
coast and rumours that Western
military intervention is pending.
Libya collapsed into civil war
five years ago, in the early months
of the Arab uprisings. NATO soon
intervened, backing a congeries of
rebel groups that overthrew Muammar Qaddafi. In the aftermath of
this success, however, security in
Libya faltered and crucial steps towards stabilising the fledgling state
were fumbled.
Libya slid into civil war, opening
the door to ISIS and other jihadist
groups such as al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb and Ansar al-Sharia,
the group responsible for the attack
on the US diplomatic compound in
Benghazi in September 2012.
ISIS has been entrenched in
Libya for more than a year. Unlike
its other affiliates outside Iraq and
Syria, ISIS in Libya numbers in the
thousands and maintains clear
links to the group’s leadership in
Syria. Most likely that leadership
sees Libya as a valuable second
front in its global campaign. The
anarchy in Libya contributes

ISIS’s expansion in Libya
is a threat to the security
of Libyans, to the region
and to Europe.

enormously to Europe’s refugee
crisis and threatens the stability
of the region — notably Tunisia,
the epicentre of the “Arab spring”
uprisings.
Just as the world was slow to see
the danger of ISIS’s grip on parts of
Iraq and Syria, appreciation of the
threat posed by ISIS in Libya is belated. It holds a bridgehead several
hundred kilometres long centred
on Sirte, Qaddafi’s hometown. It
also has elements in other parts
of the country. During a visit to
Tunisia in October, I heard rumours
that ISIS had set up munitions
factories outside Tripoli to stock
up on tank-busting weaponry for
a coming struggle against outside
intervention.
ISIS’s expansion in Libya is a
threat to the security of Libyans,
to the region and to Europe. It
is not surprising, therefore, that
those European allies most directly
threatened by ISIS’s deepening
roots in Libya — Italy and France —
have been in the lead in discussing
military options for intervention.

But if the threat is serious, the
current military options are hardly
promising. As US and European
policymakers grapple with the
problem at least three big questions
loom:
First, who will lead the operation
and provide the bulk of the forces?
With new operations in Syria,
Iraq and Eastern Europe, on top of
operations elsewhere in the world,
NATO is stretched thin. Italy has
been the most vociferous in drawing attention to Libya’s ISIS threat
and has limited its participation in
other operations to focus on Libya.
But Italy alone cannot provide
sufficient forces for an operation
of the magnitude the situation in
Libya now requires. France is more
capable, but with crucial counterterrorism operations already
stretching thousands of kilometres
across the Sahel and a troop-intensive domestic counterterrorism operation, it will also be hard pressed
to make a major contribution. The
United Kingdom might contribute,
especially with special forces, but

A March 2015 picture shows Libyan fighters monitoring ISIS
positions near Sirte.

To take
the fight
beyond Iraq
and Syria,
globally,
the United
States and
its allies will
need a clear
strategy and
resources.

its means and will are also limited.
Meanwhile, the interest of the US
public for another intervention is
not strong at all.
Second, will the focus be on
defeating ISIS or supporting a unity
government in Tripoli?
Because the forces for intervention will be limited, hard choices
will be needed. Foremost among
these is whether an intervention
should focus on protecting Libya’s
shaky unity government or just
go after ISIS. Targeting the terror
group would offer some quick gratification, yet do little to help restore
a functioning state to Libya, the
absence of which opened the door
to ISIS in the first place.
Third, how will this operation
relate to broader US and allied strategy against ISIS?
ISIS’s objectives are clearly not
limited to Iraq and Syria. Ultimately, Libya is one instance in
a large global counter-ISIS campaign, however prominent within
that campaign it may be. To take
the fight beyond Iraq and Syria,
globally, the United States and its
allies will need a clear strategy and
resources. Lacking this, defeating
ISIS in Libya could just displace the
group elsewhere in the region — or
the world.
US and European cooperation to
counter ISIS in Libya is essential
and Libya is unlikely to ever be
peaceful without outside military
support. But checking ISIS’s growth
in Libya will not be easy. Leaders
should prepare for the inevitable
costs and tough choices ahead.
Christopher S. Chivvis is the
author of The French War on Al
Qa’ida in Africa and associate
director of the International
Security and Defense Policy Center
at the RAND Corporation, a
non-profit, non-partisan think-tank.
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As jihadism takes root in Libya,
is Egyptian intervention far behind?
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gypt will find itself
obliged to intervene
militarily in Libya if the
Islamic State (ISIS) and
other radical groups
overrun more territories in the
neighbouring state, military experts and strategists say.
“What happens in Libya at present represents a direct threat to
Egypt’s national security,” said
Fouad Arafa, a retired general.
“Egypt cannot stand idly by while
this happens.”
While ISIS has seen strategic and
battleground setbacks in Iraq and
Syria, its fighters are reportedly
migrating from the Levant to Libya, a country unsettled since the
2011 uprising against long-standing ruler Muammar Qaddafi.
Libya is seen as ideal soil for ISIS
to take root and grow. There is
little political stability; the country is vast and open; it has huge
oil reserves with no strong state
to protect them and it has a large
number of radicals and diehard Islamists.
ISIS has captured territories,
including Sirte, a coastal city of
50,000 people in northern Libya,
and made it its main military command centre, and Darnah, on Libya’s north-eastern coast near the
Egyptian border.
ISIS militants — estimated at
3,500 in the country now and commanded by special viceroys sent
to Libya by ISIS leader Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi — are trying to close
in on Libya’s oil and gas fields near
Tripoli in the north-western part
of the country.

What happens in
Libya at present
represents a direct
threat to Egypt’s
national security.
All this is alarming to decision
makers in Cairo, which already
fights an ISIS-linked militancy in
the Sinai peninsula.
Egypt’s possible intervention in
Libya was reported to have been
at the centre of talks between
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi and visiting US Central Intelligence Agency Director John
Brennan on January 17th. The issue was reported to have dominated talks between Sisi and US

Central Command commander
US Army General Lloyd Austin in
Cairo on January 24th.
All this seems to be a small detail
of a larger picture, one of a joint
US, Russian and European plan to
contain ISIS in Libya and de-fang
other terrorist groups in Africa, according to political analyst AbdelMonem Halawa.

“Our country will be
walking a very fine
line when it thinks of
the action it should
take in Libya.”
“The fear in Europe is that a
stronger grip of these venomous
militant groups on Libya, Somalia
and large swaths of Nigeria and
Cameroon will result in an endless
wave of migration to Europe via
the Mediterranean,” Halawa said.
“The presence of the European
continent in close proximity also
means that a strong ISIS in Libya
can easily move its theatre of operations to Europe.”
This is probably why the US Africa Command was reported in
January to endorse a five-year plan
to at least contain ISIS in Libya, alShabab in Somalia and Boko Haram in West Africa.
The plan, according to media
reports, is to neutralise these terrorist groups and eradicate them if
possible.
The plan seemed to have gone
into effect a few days later with reports of the landing of US, Russian,
French and Italian Special Forces
south of Tobruk near the LibyanEgyptian border — and less than
150km from Darnah.
These forces will seek to control
Libya’s oil and gas fields; strip ISIS
of its jumping-off base for staging
attacks on Europe; and save Libya’s
neighbours from the threat of ISIS.
Meanwhile, the nature of Cairo’s
potential role is not clear but experts point to a number of caveats, including that direct Egyptian
involvement may draw retaliation
from Libya’s extremists.
Egypt had a taste of this in February 2015 when ISIS militants beheaded 21 Egyptian Christian nationals. Renewed retaliation from
Libya’s radicals may force hundreds of thousands of Egyptians,
working mainly in Libya’s construction sector, to return to Egypt
and add to the country’s long line
of jobless citizens, exacerbating internal political vulnerabilities.
Soon after the execution of the

A February 2015 file picture shows an Egyptian Air Force fighter jet landing at an undisclosed location
in Egypt following air strikes in Libya.
21 Christians, Egypt airlifted thousands of its citizens from Tunisia.
However, most of the workers
could not find jobs in Egypt and
some returned to Libya, facing
danger there yet again.

“This is why our country will be
walking a very fine line when it
thinks of the action it should take
in Libya,” political thinker Nabil
Zaki said. “Egypt needs to keep
the danger coming from Libya at

bay, but also avoid putting the
lives of Egyptian nationals in the
country in danger.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Bouteflika dissolves Algeria’s security service
Rachid Tlemçani

Algiers

A

lgerian President Abdelaziz Bouteflika has
succeeded in his long
fight to dissolve the
country’s powerful security service, the Département des
Renseignements et de la Sécurité
(DRS).
In effect the DRS, which has been
viewed as “state within a state”,
was dissolved on September 13th,
when feared intelligence chief General Mohamed “Toufik” Mediène
was removed from office in a tricky
power struggle. Mediène, who led
DRS for 25 years, was considered
the world’s longest-serving intelligence chief.
It is not unusual for intelligence
chiefs to be cloaked in mystery but
the extent of Mediène’s influence
and power in Algeria had reached
mythical levels. The myth was
shattered when Bouteflika, who no
longer appears in public, dismissed

Mediène, who never appears in
public.
A new agency, the Security Services Department (DSS), aims to
merge security information coming
from different services, including

the police, military and rural police.
The goal of the new agency is to better manage and harmonise security
issues.
General Bachir Tartag, once a
close aide of Mediène, will oversee

A 2014 file picture shows Abdelaziz Bouteflika being sworn as
Algeria’s president for a fourth term in Algiers.

the DSS and was promoted to the
rank of minister.
The DSS will not be under the authority of the Minister of Defence,
as was the DRS, but will answer to
the head of state, as will the entire
security and intelligence apparatus. With this move, Bouteflika has
full power, both constitutional and
informal, and will be able to make
decisions regarding his succession.
A unique feature of the Algerian
regime has been its decision-making process. A secret conclave of
senior military leaders has always
co-opted the heads of state, from
Ahmed Ben Bella (1962-65) to Chadli Bendjedid (1979-92) to Bouteflika.
The establishment of the DSS signifies a shift in the political process,
transforming it from a collegial process to an individual decision. But
the process is still neither transparent nor democratic.
Algeria is at a crossroads. It badly
needs a profound reform of its security sector and more transparent
civil-military relations. The measures taken over the past years do
not fundamentally alter the meth-

od of governance since the aim is
strengthening Bouteflika’s position.
The decision to dissolve the DRS
was made in a special non-public
order, as was the case with previous
changes in the security apparatus.
Most critically, observers worried
about the question of the political
police, whose power has spread
throughout the social fabric. As
long as this is the situation, it will be
hard for Algeria to be seen as a civilian state.
The question of succession remains at the heart of the political
power struggle. The purge in the
intelligence services has been a crucial step in the co-optation of one of
the ruling groups, including Bouteflika’s brother Saïd.
In any event, the next Algerian
head of state will not have a free
hand as oil revenues continue to
fall. It will not be as easy to buy
social peace if popular discontent
starts to spread.
Rachid Tlemçani teaches
international and comparative
politics in Algiers.
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Fighting flares on Syria’s southern front
Khalil Hamlo
and Jamal J. Halaby

Damascus

S

yrian President Bashar Assad’s army and its allies,
heavily backed by Russian
air power, made limited,
short-lived advances in
southern Syria, taking advantage of
in-fighting among rebels who control the area.
However, the army’s victory was
mostly erased when rebels put their
dispute aside and launched a counteroffensive that allowed them to
retake some recently lost areas.
The battlefield moves shifted
attention to the southern front,
following the regime’s recent significant advances in the north, and
signalled a change in the dynamics
of the lengthy war.
Assad’s southern victories bolster the regime’s belief that it is
dealing from a position of strength
and needs to make few concessions
to its opponents. But the battle in
the south takes the conflict to the
doorsteps of key US allies Jordan
and Israel.
It also intensifies the swelling
power struggle between Sunni
Muslim Saudi Arabia, one of the
major supporters of Syria’s largely
Sunni rebels, and Shia Iran, which
provides much of the military muscle for Assad’s quasi-Shia regime.
On January 26th, the Syrian army
and a large force of fighters from
Lebanon’s Hezbollah advanced behind ferocious Russian air strikes
and recaptured the strategic town
of Sheikh Maskin from a rebel alliance of Islamists and the Southern
Front, which is made up of “moderates” backed by the United States
and Jordan.
Seizing Sheikh Maskin, a key base
for the US-backed “moderate” Syrian rebels trained in Jordan since
2014, was the most significant triumph for the regime in the monthold offensive. From there, Assad’s
forces now threaten the provincial
capital of Deraa, 23km to the south
on the Jordanian border and a major prize.
The rebels quickly retaliated and
pushed back into Sheikh Maskin
on January 28th, taking over build-

Free Syrian Army fighters shelling forces loyal to Syria’s President Bashar Assad in Deraa, on January 11th.
ings in the neighbourhood’s northwestern edge, near the rebel-held
town of Nawa, 12km away.
Military analyst Hassan Hassan
told The Arab Weekly that Nawa
and Abtaa, 4km south, could be the
next targets for the Syrian Army.
Rebel groups recently shifted their
bases there.
The regime’s advances mean that
it is increasingly severing operational and logistical links between
the southern rebels and those holding territory around Damascus, the
Syrian capital and seat of Assad’s
power.
Assad’s offensive in the south
marks a significant departure for
the Russians, who had largely concentrated their air power in northern Syrian since beginning their
intervention in September to save
the Assad regime from collapse at
a critical juncture in the multisided
war.
The Russians, who operated secret intelligence-gathering bases in
the south to monitor Israel before
the war, may be taking a calculated

risk by mounting air strikes close
to Israel’s border, where it recently
bolstered defences. A reconstituted infantry brigade was deployed
there along with Iron Dome airdefence missile units.

“If Hezbollah and
Iran use Russian air
cover to move closer
to the border, they
will cross one of
Israel’s red lines.”
“For Israel, sustained Russian air
activity near its border would be a
worrisome signal,” observed analyst Naday Pollak of the Washington Institute for Near East Policy.
“If Hezbollah and Iran use Russian
air cover to move closer to the border, they will cross one of Israel’s
red lines.”
Iran — with Russia, Assad’s key
foreign ally — and Hezbollah have
long sought to establish a military
presence in the area, possibly including the deployment of large

missile forces to threaten Israel,
essentially extending Hezbollah’s
frontline with the Jewish state
eastward onto the Golan plateau.
In January 2015, an Iranian general and Jihad Mughniyeh — son
of Hezbollah’s notorious military
chief Imad Mughniyeh — were
killed in an Israeli air strike near
the war-battered city of Quneitra,
the former provincial capital.
The younger Mughniyeh was reportedly in charge of establishing
Hezbollah operations in the Golan.
His successor there, veteran operative Samir Kuntar, died in a missile
strike near Damascus on December
19th that was attributed to Israel.
An Israeli diplomat based in the
Middle East told The Arab Weekly
that the Jewish state “will not sit
idle if the militants move closer to
our border”.
He declined to discuss details but
said the Israelis prefer the return of
Assad’s army to the south to prevent the Islamic State (ISIS) establishing a presence in a region where
Israel has occupied part of the Go-

lan Heights plateau since 1967 and
annexed it in 1981.
“Better the devil you know,” said
the diplomat, observing that Israel’s border with Syria had been
the quietest of all the Jewish state’s
post-1967 war frontiers with Arab
states until the war erupted in
March 2011.
For Jordan, a regime takeover of
the south could be disastrous. It
would likely trigger another flood
of refugees across the border, intensifying the drain on the kingdom’s resources. Jordan already
hosts around 1.3 million refugees
and fears that ISIS has sleeper cells
among them.
A Jordanian security official told
The Arab Weekly that Syria’s southern border and control of Deraa “is
of the utmost importance to us because it can keep violence and instability away from us”.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has
covered Syria since 1995.

The peace talks and the pawns of war

View poi nt

Claude
Salhani

U

N-brokered peace
talks between the
Syrian government
and opposition
groups in Geneva
run the risk of
unleashing an upsurge of
fighting as each side seeks to
gain ground to aid its negotiating
position.
Opposition delegate Bassma
Kodmani said bombings had
increased in the week ahead of
the Geneva talks, which began on
January 29th. “In preparations
for the negotiations, everything
has intensified. The sieges have
become total,” she said.
On January 31st, the United
Nations said Mouadamiya, a
rebel-held town of 45,000 on the
south-western edge of Damascus,
faced a new siege by government
forces.
Meanwhile, the Islamic State
(ISIS) claimed responsibility for
attacks in the Sayeda Zeinab
district of Damascus, according to
Amaq, a news agency that supports the militant group. It said

“In preparations for the
negotiations, everything
has intensified. The sieges
have become total.”

two operations “hit the most important stronghold of Shia militias
in Damascus”. The Britain-based
Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights put the death toll at more
than 60, including 25 Shia fighters.
EU foreign policy chief Federica
Mogherini said the attacks were
“clearly aimed to disrupt the attempts to start a political process”
to end a conflict that has killed
more than 260,000 people.
In the Syrian conflict, as in every
conflict, there comes a phase in
the war when the fighting can no
longer be considered a viable solution and peace begins to look like
a more acceptable option.
But as the peace negotiators
sit down to silence the guns, the
fighters hunker down for a last
spurt of heavy fighting.
This is where the Syrian conflict
is. After nearly five years of continuous violence that has ruined
the country and has turned close
to half its population — 10 million
people — into refugees, all eyes are
turned to Geneva amid hopes that
the antagonists can reach a lasting
solution.
Now, as Syria’s warlords convene in Geneva the conflict enters
into a precarious phase.
In this dreadful war, as is often
the case in conflict negotiations,
there is that twilight moment, a
time of last-minute madness in
which the hell that is war takes on
an additional degree of insanity.

This is when the politicians take
control of the war machine from
the combatants — remotely, of
course — so as to give them better
leverage in negotiations.
These are at times the harshest
hours for those in the front-line
trenches. The men and women
and, in some cases the children,
engaged in defending their territory are aware that peace talks are
just around the corner and that
every second of every minute of
every hour counts.
This is where the cold-bloodedness of the politicians is best
reflected as they move their men
about the battlefield much as
pawns are shuffled around a chess
board.
This is a certain insane absurdity that surrounds most peace
talks. The most memorable examples were the talks to end the
Vietnam War. While young men
and women died in the jungles of
South-East Asia, negotiators sitting in the comfort of the Avenue
Kleber Conference Centre in Paris
haggled for weeks over the shape
of the table and which side got
to sit where. All the while fighting raged with renewed intensity
because both sides knew the end
of the war was near and each side
wanted to make the most territorial gains.
However, the winning side
has to carefully balance just how
much ground it takes so as not

But as
the peace
negotiators
sit down
to silence
the guns,
the fighters
hunker
down for a
last spurt
of heavy
fighting.

to put the other side into too big
a defeat, causing them to leave
negotiations.
In Geneva, where the Syrian
peace talks were being conducted,
opposing sides would not even
meet in the same room. Instead
UN negotiators are forced to
shuttle between the delegations’
separate areas.
The Syrian peace talks are probably as complicated as were the
Lebanese peace talks in the luxury
of a five-star hotel in Lausanne in
1984. The sheer number of parties
involved, each armed with a list
of demands and expectations
contribute to the complexity of
negotiations.
At one point in the 15-year Lebanese civil war there were no fewer
than 98 armed groups of various sizes and importance, some
controlling no more than a single
street, others welded more power
than the national army.
In Syria, the opposition is also
divided and composed of a multitude of parties and armed militias
that spend as much time fighting
each other as they do the central
government they want to overthrow. They have yet to familiarise
themselves with the ancient Roman adage of divide and conquer.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly.
Follow him on Twitter
@Claudesalhani.
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As before, Kurds find themselves on the outside
Harvey Morris

London

T

he UN-sponsored Syrian peace talks got off to
a late and shaky start in
Geneva on January 29th
in the absence of one of
the key parties to the 5-year-old,
multisided conflict, the Kurdish
Democratic Union Party (PYD).
The PYD and its People’s Protection Units (YPG) militia have become the dominant political and
military forces in much of northern
Syria bordering Turkey and Iraq.
Despite that, a Turkish threat
to boycott the Geneva talks if the
PYD attended won the day. Ankara
makes no distinction between the
Syrian Kurdish movement and its
banned ally, the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) against which the
Turks are waging a renewed war.
PYD Co-President Salih Muslim
had hoped to attend but he cannot
have been too surprised to have
been left out. The position of the
Kurds at international gatherings
to decide their fate has traditionally been outside the conference
hall.

A Turkish threat to
boycott the Geneva
talks if the PYD
attended won the
day.
As he cooled his heels in the
Swiss lakeside town of Lausanne
awaiting an invitation, Muslim
must have recalled that it was
there that the infamous 1924 treaty
was signed that spelled the end of
Kurdish aspirations for statehood
as the Ottoman empire broke up after the first world war.
The victorious allies went back
on promises of independence in
the carve-up of territory between
emergent Arab states and Kemalist

Turkey. Whenever Kurds refused to
accept this new reality they faced
suppression. In Iraq, Syria, Iran
and most notably Turkey, there
have been attempts to write the
Kurds out of the historical script.
In the Arab states, the failure of
the Kurds to be subsumed into Arab-dominated polities has earned
them a reputation for being unreliable, duplicitous and even treacherous as well as underdeveloped,
even where such underdevelopment has been deliberately engineered by the governments under
which they have had to live, such
as the Syrian “Arab” Republic.
As far back as 1930, a high-handed British government memorandum summed up a view of the
Kurds that persisted among some
of their regional neighbours: “Their
mode of life is primitive and for the
most part they are illiterate and untutored, resentful of authority and
lacking in sense of discipline and
responsibility.”
The Kurds did not fit into the
narrative of Arab and Turkish nationalism that emerged in the postcolonial era. To a greater or lesser
extent their numbers were underestimated and their culture and
language suppressed.
In the past, successive Iraqi governments paid lip service to the
theory of Kurdish autonomy without allowing it in practice. Saddam
Hussein had his own units of Kurdish tribal militia to combat their
more rebellious fellow Kurds.
Such in-fighting and divisions,
both across and within national
borders, have been a recurring
curse among the Kurds since before the modern era. Yet when
they have combined to fight for
specifically Kurdish rights, they
are invariably accused of putting
their own interests first.
In the Syrian context, this has
encouraged distrust among potential Arab allies and prompted the
Turkish accusation that the PYD
is in league with Damascus. It is

Supporters of Syrian Kurds protest in front of the United Nations offices during Syrian peace talks,
on February 3rd.
true Syria’s Kurds have taken advantage of the chaos in the country to pursue their own agenda,
filling a security vacuum in areas
vacated by government forces and
establishing de facto autonomy in
predominantly Kurdish cantons
while successfully fighting off the
Islamic State (ISIS) and other jihadists seeking to annihilate them.
But to cast the Kurds as stooges
of Syrian President Bashar Assad
is to ignore a history of rebellion
against the regime, as in 2004
when a short-lived revolt was met
with disdain and even hostility
from potential allies in the Arab
opposition.
The same prejudice exists in the
current conflict. In March 2012,
a year into the war, Kurdish delegates walked out of opposition

unity talks in Istanbul because
would-be Arab partners refused
to acknowledge any Kurdish autonomous rights or even mention
the word Kurd in a putative agreement. As usual, the Kurds were
expected to fight but not await any
reward for doing so.
The Kurds know that the measure of de facto self-rule they have
gained in Syria and more formally
in Iraq is fragile. As the Kurdish Regional Government in Erbil is once
again talking of possible independence, it remains aware that it could
face conflict with Baghdad if it
seeks to extend its control beyond
those areas of Kurdistan narrowly
defined in the Saddam era.
In Syria the Kurds are similarly
aware that they can count only on
themselves if they are to preserve

and enhance the steps already taken towards self-rule.
Speaking before a second abortive round of Geneva talks in 2013,
Salih Muslim demanded separate representation for the Kurds
and told an interviewer: “We will
not allow for a second Lausanne.
They’re trying to play the same
game but Kurds will not be deceived as in 1923… The Kurdish
people are obliged to none but
themselves. While there still remains one Kurd in Kurdistan we
will fight for our freedom.”
Harvey Morris has worked in the
Middle East for many years and
written several books, including
No Friends but the Mountains:
The Tragic History of the Kurds
published in 1993.

Syria’s opposition: Between a rock and a hard place

View poi nt

Ghassan
Ibrahim

R

ussia’s decision to
intervene militarily in
Syria was aimed at
changing the balance
of power in the
country or, at the very
least, prevent the collapse of
Syrian President Bashar Assad’s
forces.
The objective of the Russians’
intervention was not to secure a
military victory over terrorism, as
Moscow claimed. The true target
was the Syrian opposition. Even
if victory was out of reach, Russia
wanted to prevent the opposition
from being viewed as a credible
alternative to Assad.
Moscow exploited the United
States’ retreat from the Middle East
by President Barack Obama’s administration, taking the initiative in
the Syrian crisis while Washington
stood idly by. The Obama administration had no desire to intervene
in Syria and was happy to use Syria
as a card in its negotiations with
Russia and Iran.
Obama, who seemingly does
not care how he is viewed in the
Middle East, has consistently run
away from dealing with the crisis.
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
on the other hand, sought the initiative and is using Syria to reassert
Moscow’s position in the Middle
East and internationally.

So it seems the moderate
Syrian opposition is
between surrender and
exile.

Putin has taken control, ordering
military operations on all fronts,
backing up Russian air strikes with
military “advisers” on the ground.
These military operations started
months before the Geneva negotiations and can only be viewed as an
attempt to weaken the opposition’s
position at the talks and back them
into a corner.
Russia is seeking to tell Syrian
opposition members that, one
way or another, they must give in.
Moscow wants the Syrian opposition to believe that it must offer
major concessions in order to join
any national unity government
which would take the oath of office
in front of Assad in Damascus.
Following this, there would be the
drafting of a new constitution and
parliamentary elections. Then —
and only then — would there be an
election for a new president.
This is the Russians’ desired out-

come of the Geneva negotiations,
in the absence of any US objection, if, indeed, Washington does
not lend its blessing to the entire
project.
It is not even out of the question that Russia could use putative
presidential elections to extend Assad’s presidency on the pretext that
eligible voters must be inside Syria,
not in areas under Syrian opposition control, virtually guaranteeing
an Assad victory.
As for claims that the presence
of UN or international observers would prevent this, the only
observers that Assad has allowed
in to the country over the past five
years come from the BRICS nations
— Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa — and would represent
nothing more than cover for Assad
to extend his rule and reclaim international legitimacy.
Otherwise the Syrian opposition

Salim al-Muslat (C), spokesman for the High Negotiations
Committee (HNC) and Riad Naasam Agha, member of HNC deliver
a statement during the Geneva Peace talks outside the UN offices
in Geneva, on February 2nd.

Russia is
seeking to
tell Syrian
opposition
members
that, one way
or another,
they must
give in.

finds itself facing the other option,
namely the continuation of the
fighting at a time when its backing
is faltering and Russia and Iran are
increasing their support of Assad’s
forces. At the same time, Syria’s
armed opposition is being squeezed
by attempts to classify them as
terrorists, with Russia refusing to
integrate them into the transitional
process.
Militarily, Russia’s targeting of
the Syrian opposition is based on a
scorched earth policy, with Moscow
seeking not just to target the opposition but destroy anything that
it could use, while Assad forces and
Iranian militias sweep the ground.
The United States appears undisturbed by the Russian approach,
continuing to prevent Arab states
from providing the Syrian opposition with sophisticated weapons
that would allow it to topple Assad,
while failing to lift a finger following Russia’s direct military intervention in the country.
So it seems the moderate Syrian
opposition is between surrender
and exile. As for the Islamists, they
may seek to join the Islamic State
(ISIS) — the one force on the ground
that Russia’s air strikes are not
targeting. So will the Syrian opposition acquiesce to Russia’s demands
at Geneva or come up with another option, upsetting Assad’s and
Moscow’s plans? Ultimately, that
depends on the actions of those
who claim to support the Syrian
opposition.
Ghassan Ibrahim is a Syrian
analyst. His commentary was
translated and adapted from the
Arabic. It was initially published
by the London-based Al-Arab
newspaper.
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Helping refugees is the
only way to go

T

he meeting of world leaders in London to discuss
ways to boost aid for Syrian refugees has taken place
against the background of legitimate concerns that
the goodwill of the international community towards
refugees, especially in Europe, could be receding.
During January, more than 350 refugees died off the
coasts of Greece, Turkey and Italy. In one case
January 30th, a boat capsized off the coast of Turkey, killing at
least 37 refugees.
However, the tragic sight of the refugees’ dead bodies washing
ashore did not trigger the strong tide of sympathy elicited by the
death of Syrian toddler Aylan Kurdi last September. The Associated Press quoted Melissa Fleming, a spokeswoman for the UN
High Commissioner for Refugees, as saying: “The public seems to
be kind of immunised. They don’t want to see it anymore.”
But it’s not just an issue of being desensitised to tragedy: Since
the surge of support for refugees last summer, Europeans have
learned that the perpetrators of the November 13th attacks on
Paris included recent Middle East refugees who managed to sneak
in from Greece.
And in the German city of Cologne, 18 asylum seekers from the
Middle East and North Africa were suspected of involvement in
acts of violence, including sexual harassment, during New Year’s
Eve celebrations.
Fears about migrants endangering Europe’s security or jeopardising its way of life have succeeded to a great extent in eroding
Germany’s welcoming culture. About 40% of the German public
would like Chancellor Angela Merkel to resign over her handling
of the refugee issue.
Elsewhere in Europe, Sweden intends to expel thousands of
asylum seekers whose applications were rejected. Denmark is
reducing the benefits to refugees and seizing valuables from
migrants.
There is no minimising the criminal acts under investigation
after the Cologne incidents but the misdeeds remain those of a
miniscule minority.
Moreover, the treatment of the issue has ignored the fact that
many refugee women from Syria and Iraq have been victims of
abuse both in their own region and in Europe. In a recent report,
Amnesty International said these women “face violence, assault,
exploitation and sexual harassment at every stage of their journey, including on European soil” at the hands of smugglers,
security staff or other refugees.
Financing refugee assistance is costly. The international community’s aim is to raise $9 billion to help the millions of Syrian
refugees across the Middle East and Europe. As large as this sum
is, it could be productive in the long haul.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) stated in January that
“rapid labour market integration is key to reducing the net fiscal
cost associated with the current inflow of asylum seekers. Indeed,
the sooner the refugees gain employment, the more they will help
the public finances.” The IMF statement applies not only to
refugees in Europe but also in Lebanon, Jordan and elsewhere in
MENA where many of them are waiting out the war.
If rational minds prevail, people should realise the integration
of refugees into society — as costly as that may be in the short run —
is the only way to go. The movement of people across the globe,
regardless of violence and war, is here to stay.
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The virtue
of ‘heroically’
stepping aside

I

n bold acts 217 years apart,
very different men took the
most courageous of political
steps: They willingly
stepped aside and left
powerful positions, providing an example, and a potential
John Hendel
honourable exit for leaders such
as Syrian President Bashar
Assad.
George Washington, the first
American president, in 1796 said
two four-year terms were enough.
He could have retained power,
king-like, until his death and,
indeed, many people in the new
country wanted it so. They were,
after all, used to being subjects of
the British monarchy.
Washington, however, for
decades had been working — in
the battlefield and in the framing
of a new government — at keeping
his country free of abuse of power.
His two-term tradition held until
the election of Franklin Roosevelt
to a third (and then fourth) term
in the 1940s.
Two centuries after
Washington, Pope Benedict XVI
stunned the world by resigning
his position as leader of the
Roman Catholic Church. It wasn’t
unprecedented but a similar
unilateral papal departure hadn’t
occurred in 719 years.
Washington stepped aside
because the new country he
helped found needed to establish
a realistic expectation of peaceful
transition of power.
Benedict wrote that his decision
came because, at nearly 86
years of age, he recognised “my
incapacity to adequately fulfil the
ministry entrusted to me”.
As different as the times and as
different the circumstances were,
these were both tremendously
brave acts. The much easier
route would have been to let the
status quo stand and remain in
office, even if it wasn’t best for
country or church. The president
and pope, defining
If Assad is a true leader, leadership and respect
for the people and
he will put the safety of institutions in their
refused the easy
his fellow Syrians ahead care,
path.
There are few
of any desire to retain
leaders who take such
even a façade of power. considerations into
account when looking
at their own situations.
One who should is
Assad.
Assad’s hold on power stems
from his father’s 1970 coup. Assad,
the son, became president in

2000 and it was hoped he would
bring a progressive mindset and
promulgate needed reforms in
Syria but nothing came of his
promises of change.
The situation devolved and in
March 2011 protests were met
with overbearing force and those
peacefully demanding change
were replaced by an armed
insurrection. Assad’s response
set off a war that astounds even
in an age in which acts of horrific
brutality and inhumanity are
near daily occurrences. More than
250,000 people have died and
millions have fled their homes.
Judging by his actions, Assad,
however, isn’t likely to take steps
that would gain him consideration
as a great leader. He refused his
own people’s pleas to leave office,
answering with barrel bombs.
He ignored international calls to
step down, accepting instead to
become a figurehead for Russia
and Iran, which have their own
plans for Syria.
There is the valid point that
Washington and Benedict had
established processes in place for
succession and Syria does not.
Washington stated his intention
not to seek re-election well before
a scheduled nationwide vote.
The Catholic Church had called
conclaves to select new popes as
needed for two millennia before
Benedict’s resignation.
How to choose who replaces
Assad is a much different issue.
Removal of despots is a moral
imperative but eliminating the
threat of a power vacuum that
leads to violent anarchy — see
Libya — is as essential.
A RAND Corporation report
on the Syria peace talks said the
first goal should be an end of
the fighting. The security of the
Syrian people — the victims of this
conflict — must be paramount and
assured through any handover of
power.
If Assad is a true leader, he will
put the safety of his fellow Syrians
ahead of any desire to retain even
a façade of power. He should
help establish a government
that guarantees the welfare of
the Syrian people, even if — and
it probably wouldn’t — it didn’t
include him.
That would be a brave act
worthy of a “leader”, even coming
well past the time it should have.
John Hendel is the Senior editor
for The Arab Weekly. He lives in
the United States.
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Can Obama put Libya back together
after causing chaos there?

F

irst the good news: US
President Barack
Obama is right to
sound the alarm about
the threat of an
Islamic State (ISIS)
takeover in Libya. The chaos in
Martin Sieff
that unhappy country is too
dangerous to be allowed to
continue.
The bad news, of course, is that
Obama, energetically pushed to
it by his first secretary of state,
Hillary Clinton, is at least
partially responsible for the
catastrophe in Libya in the first
place.
For it was Obama, at the urging
of the endlessly energetic
Clinton, who approved the
fateful NATO bombing campaign
in 2011 that led to the toppling
and killing of Libya’s long-time
dictator Muammar Qaddafi.
The campaign at the time was
hailed as a triumph in the United
States, Britain, France
and Italy. None of the
ISIS already has
NATO allies had to put
troops on the ground
several thousand
and the United States
well-organised active did not have to deploy
its lethally efficient but
troops operating in
endlessly overstretched
air force. Britain and
Libya.
France were able to
carry out all the air
power heavy lifting that
was needed.
However, it all went sour very
soon. The lack of any exit
strategy from Libya created an

endless blowback in the region
as Qaddafi’s unsecured weapons
ended up destabilising Mali and
fomenting trouble in Libya’s
immediate neighbourhood.
The “political strategy” such
as it was that Clinton and her
advisers cobbled together for
Libya was ill-thought-out and
naïve. The enormous batches of
email messages relating to the
killing on September 11, 2012, of
US Ambassador to Libya Christopher Stevens in Benghazi reveals
clearly why.
Clinton gave enormous
credence to the delusional
fantasies of her long-time friend
Sidney Blumenthal, who imagined he could make himself an
instant expert on Libya. Yet
Blumenthal spoke no Arabic, had
never visited the country and
probably knew little beforehand
of its culture, history and
socio-economic structure. He
remains a powerful presence at
Clinton’s shoulder.
Once again the unholy American trinity of arrogance, ignorance and sheer stupidity
worked its lethal wonders and
the people of Libya have been
suffering ever since.
Now the Americans and
Europeans are belatedly waking
up to the fact that the dragons’
teeth they sowed so abundantly
and recklessly in Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria are creating new
monsters in the deserts of Libya,
too.

ISIS already has several
thousand well-organised active
troops operating in Libya and is
putting down deep roots in parts
of the country. If unchecked, it
could provide a serious security
threat to Europe as well as
threatening terror and destabilisation in neighbouring Tunisia
and Egypt.

The “political
strategy” such
as it was that
Clinton and her
advisers cobbled
together for
Libya was
ill-thought-out
and naïve.
US Marine General Joseph F.
Dunford, the chairman of the US
Joint Chiefs of Staff, has warned
that France, Italy and Britain as
well as the US government are
looking at developments in Libya
with increasing alarm. He also
fears that a secure ISIS presence
in Libya could lead it to rapidly
link up with Boko Haram in
Nigeria and metastasise through
sub-Saharan Africa.
The key point, as Jennifer
Rubin noted in the Washington
Post on January 25th, was that
the Obama administration, with
its usual fecklessness “lost

interest and put forth no effort to
stabilise the central government
and ward off the inf lux of
jihadis”.
Things got no better when
John Kerry replaced Clinton as
secretary of state. Increasingly
obsessed with Syria, Obama and
Kerry were taken by surprise
when ISIS forces erupted in Iraq
in 2014, seized Ramadi and
routed the Iraqi Army that US
forces had “trained” at such
extortionate cost.
Over the next 18 months, they
struggled to put together a
coalition to block and then roll
back ISIS in Iraq and Syria.
Needless to say no one on “the
team” in Washington bothered
paying any attention to the
chaos and suffering they and
their allies had unleashed in
Libya.
The United States certainly has
the firepower to target and take
out ISIS fighters in Libya: it is
good at that.
But when it comes to creating a
stable political and social
structure in Libya to replace the
one it so wantonly slashed, no
one should bet on the country.
Martin Sieff is a senior fellow
of the American University
in Moscow and the author of
Gathering Storm: The Seventh Era
of American History and
the Coming Crisis that will
Lead to It. (Amazon-Kindle,
2015).

Samaha case could
spark sectarian fury in Lebanon

N

ews that you
couldn’t make up
has just occurred in
Lebanon. A former
minister, aligned
with the Hezbollah
bloc — and therefore an ally to
Martin Jay
Syrian President Bashar Assad
— has been released from jail
after being caught red-handed
transporting explosives and
believed to have been planning
attacks and assassinations in
Lebanon.
Michel Samaha was convicted
on terrorism charges in May 2015
for smuggling explosives into
Lebanon and planning attacks
on political and religious leaders.
Many at the time commented
that Samaha would not serve a
proper sentence in prison due to
his loyalty to Hezbollah and its
proxies.
In a country that has a topsecurity prison bursting with
religious fanatics serving life
sentences for similar crimes, it
beggars belief that Samaha, a
former information minister, has
been effectively freed after a mere
three-and-a-half years in jail.
The move naturally angered the
Sunni-led opposition bloc, March
14, which campaigned hard for a
tougher sentence.
The problem is that Samaha’s
legal process is terribly
complicated. He was originally
sentenced to four-and-a-half years
in prison but, following an
outcry over the leniency of
Samaha’s trial has
his sentence, the verdict
— his jail sentence — was
become a political
annulled and a retrial
ordered.
football.
The infelicitous timing
of Samaha’s bail was also
extraordinary. Just when
the March 14 bloc was having
its own soap opera, complete
with bad lip-synching and 1980s
hair styles — the disgruntled
Samir Geagea is supporting his
nemesis presidential candidate
who is aligned to Hezbollah — the

Michel Samaha
Samaha case was thrown into
script.
A military tribunal decided to
release Samaha on bail despite the
pending conclusion to his retrial.
The decision enraged the March
14 bloc, which has backed Justice
Minister Ashraf Rifi’s request that
the cabinet orders the retrial of
Samaha moved to the Judicial
Council rather than the military

tribunal.
Some in Lebanon say that
military courts fall under the
auspices of Hezbollah more than
other groups. Others say the
procedures of civilian courts are
more in line with the legal systems
of democratic countries. It’s more
likely that Lebanon’s Justice
minister is trying to avoid a proHezbollah judge presiding over the

military tribunal.
Samaha’s trial has become a
political football. The trial was
postponed many times because
of the absence of Ali Mamluk,
the head of the Syrian security
services, who remains in Syria.
After a judge separated the cases
against the two accused men,
Samaha’s trial began in April 2015.
His sentence at the time shocked
many as being too lenient, given
that there were videos clearly
showing him giving explosives
to an accomplice along with
instructions.
That leniency is going to create
a storm in Lebanon as it sets a
precedent for “terrorism”.
Samaha’s acts were apparently
designed to be against Sunni
religious figures and, given
his powerful masters, will be
considered with less concern
than say a Sunni “terrorist” such
as Sheikh Ahmad al-Assir, who
planned attacks against the army
and is expected to spend the rest
of his life in jail.
The Samaha case is also going
to have an effect on the security
services, which, some argue, will
not go the extra lengths required
to capture those smuggling arms.
Even regular soldiers at border
posts might be demoralised
by the sentencing, which will
undoubtedly encourage others
to start smuggling given that the
clear message that those caught
doing acts of “terrorism” on behalf
of Syria will be handed light
sentences.
Perhaps it’s time that a single
definition of the word “terrorism”
is agreed upon and a special
tribunal made up of a cadre of
judges from all religious groups is
created.
Martin Jay is the Beirut
correspondent for the Daily
Mail and the founding editor
of An-Nahar English (Lebanon)
newspaper. Follow him on Twitter:
@MartinRJay.
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US warns collapse of Mosul Dam could be ‘catastrophic’
Nermeen Mufti

Baghdad

I

raqis have seen it all: a totalitarian regime that fired chemicals
on minority groups and executed adversaries, devastating wars with Iran and Kuwait
in the 1980s and 1990s that killed
hundreds of thousands, a crippling
international embargo that wrecked
its economy and a US-led invasion
that toppled its leadership in 2003.
Since then, violence and sectarianism have gripped Iraq, threatening to rip it apart and divide it into
three parts along ethnic and religious lines — a Sunni state in the
centre, Shia in the south and Kurdish in the north.
To add to their troubles, Iraqis
now face another danger: A tsunami-like event that, experts warn,
would stem from the collapse of the
Mosul dam in the north.
Experts caution that if the dam’s
walls or base rupture, the structure,
which holds back 8.1 billion-11.1 billion cubic metres (bcm) of water,
would send a deluge of at least 4
bcm charging at 3.5 kilometres per
second with waves as high as 25.3
metres, inundating Mosul and its
population of 650,000. The Tigris
river would flood, with waves as
high as 4 metres rushing towards
Baghdad and cities further south.
The top US general in Iraq said
on January 28th the collapse of the
dam could prove “catastrophic”. US
Army Lieutenant-General Sean McFarland said the United States had
developed a contingency plan with
the Iraqi government. “When it
goes, it’s going to go fast and that’s
bad,” he was quoted as saying.
The main problem is the dam’s
gypsum and limestone bed, which
began to dissolve when water was
collected in it, causing cracks, slides
and caves to form in the soil, dam
expert Nadhir al-Ansari said. An-

A 2007 file picture shows a general view of the Mosul dam on the Tigris River, 50km north of Mosul.
other predicament is a significant
crack in the soil in the middle of the
dam, added Ansari, who inspected
the dam in its early stages of operation in 1984.
“And there are serious miscalculations in the movement of water and
the boundary of the dam, which is
making the walls more susceptible,”
Ansari said.
In 2006, US Army geologists and
engineers determined that the dam
needed to be rehabilitated at a cost
of $6 million but the Iraqi government considered it too expensive
and an unneeded expenditure since
there was no imminent threat, according to Iraqi officials.
The Iraqi government never took
the warnings seriously. “They went
after temporary, piecemeal alternatives but completely ignored solutions that would have tackled the
core of the problem,” said a state en-

gineer who prepared several reports
on the dam.
“Unfortunately, the government
disregarded the warning, which led
us to where we are now,” said the official insisting on anonymity.

“When Obama calls
the Iraqi prime
minister and the
Mosul dam the focus
of the call, one can’t
but take the issue
seriously,”
Islamic State (ISIS) militants, who
seized the dam in August 2014, stole
equipment and chased away technicians, which hampered an important grouting schedule. “When that
stopped, obviously the deterioration of the dam increased accord-

ingly,” said coalition spokesman US
Army Colonel Steve Warren.
Iraq has invited Italian experts to
suggest solutions to the problems
with the hydroelectric dam, whose
foundation requires constant grouting to maintain structural integrity.
Baghdad is looking for permanent
solutions to structural flaws that
surfaced soon after the construction of the dam began in January
1981 but became visible when it became fully operational in July 1986.
The Trevi Group, an Italian company, secured a deal with Baghdad
to upgrade the 3.6km-long dam,
according to a cabinet statement released February 2nd.
Publicly, the Iraqi government
insists that the dam’s condition is
satisfactory and scoffs at reports
suggesting it may collapse.
Aware of the risks, however,
US President Barack Obama tele-

phoned Iraqi Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi on January 26th to discuss
alternatives, said Iraqi lawmaker
Shrouq al-Ubaiyachi.
“When Obama calls the Iraqi
prime minister and the Mosul dam
the focus of the call, one can’t but
take the issue seriously,” Ubaiyachi
said Shukri al-Hassan, an environmentalist and lecturer at the University of Mosul, predicted that, if
grouting stopped, water pressure
will cause the dam walls to burst.
“Flash flood of at least 110 metres
high will ensue, covering all the city
of Mosul within two hours and killing hundreds of thousands of its
people,” Hassan said.
Nermeen Mufti, based in Baghdad,
has been covering Iraqi affairs for
three decades. With additional
reporting by The Arab Weekly’s
Levant editor Jamal J. Halaby.

The killing fields of Iraq, no end in sight?
Dominique Roch

Beirut

T

he United Nations has
sounded an alarm on the
staggering number of civilian casualties in Iraq in
recent months. However,
observers say they do not believe
that the fate of civilians is at the top
of the agenda of Baghdad’s government.
According to the UN Assistance
Mission for Iraq (UNAMI) and the Office of the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights (OHCHR), more
than 55,000 civilians were killed or
wounded in Iraq from January 2014
to October 2015 in areas controlled
by the Sunni Islamic State (ISIS) and
by the predominantly Shia Iraqi
government and allied militias.
By October 2015 more than 3.3
million people — including 1 million school-age children — had lost
their homes. Internally displaced
Iraqis are often denied access — by
Iraqi authorities — to areas of refuge
and face harassment and arbitrary
arrest.

Those caught while
attempting to flee
ISIS-held areas face
death.
The number of casualties could
be much higher because many parts
of the country are out of reach of
humanitarian organisations.
In the provinces of Anbar, Ninewa
or Kirkuk, where the United Nations
compiled reports of atrocities and
abuses, the situation for civilians is
appalling.
Children are forcefully enrolled
into ISIS “combat units”, the population is compelled to watch public

executions following trials by ISIS,
which itself appointed courts in
which “culprits” are killed in the
most horrid ways. Homosexuals are
thrown from buildings. Journalists
who are accused of spying are beheaded or shot as are many of those
who had held public office after
2003 or who simply do not adhere
to the “values and ideals” of ISIS.
Those caught while attempting
to flee ISIS-held areas face death.
Members of ethnic minorities, such
as Yazidi girls and women, are subjected to sexual slavery.
According to the UN report, such
acts amount to war crimes, crimes
against humanity and genocide.
But ISIS is not the only human
rights abuser.
Killings, abductions, destruction
of properties take place on a daily
basis in Baghdad, which had the
highest number of civilian casualties from May to October 2015, and
in other areas that are under government control, its security forces and its allied militias, many of
which, says the United Nations, do
not seem to make a distinction between armed men and civilians.
In Baghdad, UNAMI Director
Francesco Motta said the government of Iraqi Prime Minister Haider
al-Abadi has stated that it will ensure accountability for all human
rights violations committed in the
current conflict.
Motta said the United Nations
was informed that “the office of
the prime minister has appointed a
number of committees to carry out
investigations into allegations of
violations taking place in areas that
have been retaken from ISIS, particularly concerning allegations of
killings, abductions, destruction of
property, etc.”
“The United Nations looks forward to learning of the results of
these investigations into these al-

legations, as well as of actions that
the government intends to take in
relation to the care and protection
of the victims,” he added.
However, Iraqi observers familiar
with the country’s political scene
scoff at the idea. To them, the international community should know
better than to trust Abadi.
“There are courts but the judicial system is flawed as it is under
pressure from tribal forces or militias, and there is nothing Abadi can
do in this respect. He is powerless
and does not even have real military power at his disposal since the
Iraqi army collapsed in Mosul when
it lost the city to ISIS on June 10,
2014,” said Abdel Amir al-Rukaby,
an Iraqi political author who lives
part of the year in Baghdad.
“Today, armed militias fighting
ISIS on the ground are loyal either
to Iran or to Iraq’s top Shia cleric

in Najaf, the Grand Ayatollah Ali
Sistani,” he said. Nonetheless, the
United Nations is asking that all
armed forces be placed under the
Iraqi government’s control.
“While the government insists
that the only armed forces operating on the ground are the Iraqi Security Forces and the People’s Mobilisation Units, there are also other
armed groups operating in support
of those forces. It is essential that
all such armed groups are properly
affiliated to the Iraqi Security Forces
(…) This is to ensure accountability in relation to any violations that
may be committed by members of
those armed groups,” said Motta.
Prosecution of such groups might
prove difficult as they enjoy legitimacy in large parts of Iraq.
“Actually, Baghdad would have
fallen to ISIS if it wasn’t for Grand
Ayatollah Sistani who called on the

population to take arms giving rise
to the so-called Popular Mobilisation Units, also known as Hashd alShaabi ,” said Rukaby.
In addition to Hashd al-Shaabi,
various other pro-Iranian militias,
such as the powerful al Badr Forces, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq or the Iranian
Hezbollah, are involved in the fighting and do not report to Abadi.
“Even though members of antiISIS militias are engaged in robbing
and killing, they consider that nobody can hold them accountable
as their legitimacy derives from
the fact that they are fighting for
the country and spilling their own
blood for their land,” added Rukaby.
Motta said deterrent legal steps
could be taken by the Iraqi government, such as joining the International Criminal Court or amending
the Iraqi criminal code to ensure
that war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide are criminalised and prosecuted under domestic law.
For many Iraqi observers, however, nothing of the sort will be
achieved as long as there is no internal Iraqi reconciliation. They blame
the United States for having assembled a sectarian political government that has failed.
“The political infrastructure of
our country is shattered. We should
hold a founding conference attended by the various components — religious, secular, ethnic — of the Iraqi
society and devise a new formula
for living together,” said Rukaby,
a Shia. “Let us sit, reckon that our
state has totally collapsed and lay
the foundations of a unified multiplural state.”
Such plans have not received the
backing of any significant player.
Dominique Roch is a regular
analyst and special correspondent
for The Arab Weekly.
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Humanitarian workers in Yemen in the crossfire
Samar Kadi

Beirut

H

umanitarian agencies
struggling to assist millions caught up in Yemen’s civil war face obstacles on many fronts:
insecurity and attacks on aid workers, limitations on access to people
in need, restriction of movement
and politicisation of humanitarian
assistance preventing them from
delivering aid impartially, amid
widespread poverty and endemic
food scarcity.
The international medical organisation Doctors without Borders
(MSF) said that in the last three
months three of its health facilities in Yemen have come under attack and an ambulance driver was
killed. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) said two
aid workers were killed and another
kidnapped and its office in Aden
was attacked in what the ICRC said
were obvious deliberate acts.

The United Nations
estimates the war
has claimed more
than 7,000 lives,
including 2,700
civilians.

The high risks facing aid workers
have disrupted the operations of
thousands of local, Arab and international agencies, forcing many to
close, suspend operations or function by proxy, relying on local staff,
amid exacerbating humanitarian
needs.
MSF, the ICRC and UN aid agencies are among the few remaining
international humanitarian actors
in Yemen.
“This latest loss of a colleague
is devastating and it demonstrates
the ruthlessness with which health
care is coming under attack in Yemen,” said Teresa Sancristoval, emergency coordinator at MSF, commenting on the ambulance attack

in which the driver was killed.
“People there are being subjected
to this kind of violence on a daily
basis. No one, not even health care
workers, are being spared,”.
“Ground fighting, air strikes as
well as rising criminality have undoubtedly complicated our work,
hampering an efficient humanitarian response and restricting field
movements,” noted Rima Kamal,
the ICRC spokeswoman in Sana’a.
“Over the past six months, the
ICRC has suffered from several serious security incidents. Securing
safety guarantees for the passage of
both staff and humanitarian aid is
growing increasingly cumbersome
with the multiplicity of the parties
in the conflict. However, moving
without these guarantees can result in deadly consequences and
delay much needed humanitarian
assistance,” Kamal added via email
to The Arab Weekly.
A Tunisian ICRC employee,
Nouran Hawas, was kidnapped December 1st in Sana’a, prompting the
organisation to suspend staff movement. The ICRC has refused to comment publicly on the issue, stressing, however, that it is working
nonstop to secure Hawas’s release.
The conflict pitting government
forces backed by Saudi-led coalition air strikes against Houthi rebels
supported by Iran since last March
has devastated Yemen, the poorest
country in the region, setting off
an acute humanitarian crisis. The
United Nations estimates the war
has claimed more than 7,000 lives,
including 2,700 civilians, and made
21.1 million people — 80% of the
population — almost entirely reliant
on the international community for
food, fuel, shelter and medicine.
Ahmad Karabish, a worker with
the UN children’s agency UNICEF
in Sana’a, said he sees many of the
humanitarian activities funded by
Arab and local parties being politically motivated.
“Arab humanitarian agencies
were far less efficient than international organisations, which remain
the most specialised in dispensing
aid in the field,” Karabish said.

An ICRC delegate visits the site hit by an air strike in Sana’a.
But deliberate attacks targeting
international actors have forced
many to evacuate their expatriate
staff, as others struggle to provide
humanitarian assistance and protection to beleaguered populations
in Yemen while facing larger challenges involving the protection of
their own aid workers, especially
national staff members.
“At least 90 international aid
workers have left Yemen since the
onset of the crisis. We now ask the
international organisations to monitor closely the movement of their
staff and restrict that movement
within their premises,” said Ali
Shohra from the Ministry of Planning, which is in charge of coordinating the work of international
organisations operating in Yemen.
“Security threats against aid
workers remain imminent and
real,” Shohra added.

For the ICRC, striking a careful
balance between the risks its members take and the differences they
are able to make in people’s lives
is a continuous exercise. A major
constraint has been the ability to
deliver aid in an impartial manner
according to needs, regardless of
who benefits from it.

A Tunisian ICRC
employee, Nouran
Hawas, was
kidnapped December
1st in Sana’a.
“With the current constraints we
are facing, we are unable to deliver
on our full potential,” Kamal said.
“We are seeing increased attempts
whereby the parties seek to influence where and to whom aid is dis-

tributed.”
“What we are able to do remains
sadly a drop in the ocean and it is
very frustrating,” Kamal added.
Frustration has been also strongly expressed by MSF.
“Four of our medical facilities
have been attacked in four months
in Yemen and Afghanistan,” said
MSF International President Joanne
Liu said in a recent statement.
“Is this the new normal: an MSF
hospital bombed every month?
We urgently need guarantees from
warring parties that functioning
hospitals are never a legitimate target.”
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly’s
Travel and Society sections
editor. Mohammed Abul Qassem,
a pseudonym used for safety
reasons, contributed to this report
from Sana’a.

Early warning capabilities remain strategic for GCC
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

T

he air-threats environment evolving around the
Arabian Gulf is characterised by a sustained proliferation of air and missile threats. Missile programmes in
Iran, Syria, and Yemen represent
the pre-eminent threats in the regional context and more broadly
Israel maintains an advanced strategic missile capability.
Additionally, India and Pakistan
possess sophisticated missile programmes, which, although not a
direct threat to the Arab Gulf, are an
important dynamic in the regional
balance of power.
However, armed non-state actors
such as Hezbollah, the Houthis and
Hamas have developed asymmetric
warfare strategies centred on the
use of rockets and short-range missiles. These trends are likely to become more pronounced in the next
decade.

Saudi requirements
for long-range early
warning capabilities
have grown
substantially.
Outfitted with more effective
counter-countermeasure capabilities, navigation systems that are
not only more accurate but designed to outsmart air defence systems and warheads outfitted with
more sophisticated explosives and
detonation techniques, emerging

air threats pose an unprecedented
challenge to regional air defences.
The evolving air-threats environment presents three particularly
complex challenges: tactical and
medium-range ballistic missiles
that can be launched from mobile
platforms; cruise missiles that can
be programmed to fly at high-altitude or exploit terrain-masking
techniques to evade detection;
and remotely piloted aircraft (RPA)
that can be employed to deliver
payloads (including chemical and
biological agents) or provide covert
surveillance and intelligence-gathering.
Increasingly,
missiles,
rockets and RPAs are designed to be
launched from mobile platforms,
such as ground vehicles and naval
vessels to make countermeasures
less effective because they can reduce the time to react.
Amid these developments, more
dangerous trends are making their
way into the threat picture. This
includes multiple independent reentry vehicles (MIRVs), which increase the probability of success of
ballistic missiles by enabling a single missile to target multiple sites
or hit a single objective multiple
times, improving stealth features
achieved through the application of
radar cross-section (RCS) reduction
techniques, as well as greater range
and flying speeds.
In addressing these challenges,
the strategic focus for Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states will
remain anchored in developing
long-range early warning capabilities that can provide effective
round-the-clock situational awareness. GCC air defences increasingly

Saudi border guards monitor cameras and radars on surveillance
screens of the Saudi northern border with Iraq at Arar regional
command and control centre.
need to harness configurations of
ground-based, airborne and spacebased sensors systems as well as
address the critical need to integrate systems operated at the national level into a regional architecture.
Recognition of the need for a
regionally integrated early warning network is not new — Saudi
Arabia planned for this with the
Peace Shield programme in the
1990s. The Saudi Peace Shield laid
the foundations of the early warning capability operated by Saudi
Arabia today but was not able to
achieve the regional effect that was
its long-term intention.
Since then, Saudi Arabia has
enhanced its early warning capa-

bilities with upgrades of its Boeing
E-3 Sentry airborne warning and
control (AWAC) aircraft and may
have quietly bought another airborne early warning and control
(AEW&C) aircraft.
However, Saudi requirements for
long-range early warning capabilities have grown substantially and
Riyadh is expected to pursue extensive new acquisitions.
The United Arab Emirates has
taken the regional lead in developing air and missile defences. In
November, it expanded its fleet of
Saab Erieye AEW&C aircraft and has
become the first international operator of the Terminal High Altitude
Air Defence (THAAD) system. The
UAE operates the upgraded PAC-3

systems and is soon to become the
first country to receive the MQ-1
Predator RPA. The UAE is actively
pursuing a space-based layer to its
strategic early warning capabilities.
More widely, the Patriot system
is deployed in Kuwait, Bahrain and
Qatar — Oman is expected to make
purchases of a similar-category system soon — but air defence requires
quantity as well as quality so GCC
states can be expected to follow
the UAE in making important air
defence-related acquisitions over
the next decade.
Future GCC air-defence acquisitions need to serve regional
integration goals and overcome
technical and legal obstacles of
technology-use restrictions imposed by the United States.
The cost and complexity of developing a regionally integrated
early warning network to support
GCC air defence is high and demands that international partners
provide access to technologies and
technical assistance more openly
and proactively to facilitate integration and interoperability.
Fortunately, the United States,
which has a range of its own air
defence assets deployed in-region,
has realised the need for deeper
GCC integration at operational and
planning levels. The question is
how far and fast the United States
is willing to act as a catalyst.
Sabahat Khan is based in Dubai
and maintains a cross-disciplinary
focus in international security,
defence policy and strategic
issues. He is an alumnus of Royal
Holloway, King’s College London
and Cranfield University.
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President/parliament
conflict begins in Egypt
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

A

stand-off
between
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi and
parliament over a law
regulating civil servants’ pay is the first episode in a
potentially long series of confrontations, experts said.
Sisi’s desire to speed up administrative reform, Egypt’s growing
financial crisis and legislators’
keenness to demonstrate loyalty
to constituents could exacerbate
animosities between the president
and parliament, they said.
“The president and parliament
have two different agendas,” political expert Yousri al-Ezbawi
said. “The president is under intense pressure to speed up reform,
which can be costly to the people,
but parliament wants to ensure
that this reform will not cause millions of people to suffer, which
might engender conflict.”
The row — the first since parliament convened in early January —
is on the Civil Service Law issued
by Sisi last March. The legislation seeks to reduce spending on
Egypt’s administrative apparatus,
which eats up a major portion of
the country’s budget.
Civil servants’ salaries amounted to nearly $289 billion in the fiscal year 2014-15. This was almost
25% of total government spending
for the fiscal year.
Egypt says it has to borrow from
local sources to pay the salaries
of its 7 million civil servants, noting that a resultant budget deficit,
which amounts to 30% of the 201415 budget, cannot keep growing.
The government hoped the new

law would allow it to decrease the
amount paid in civil servants’ salaries by tens of billions of dollars.
The law fixes civil servants’ annual salary increase at 5%. Previously, annual increases were
linked to inflation, which has generally been more than 5 5%. It also
curbs civil servants’ promotions.
However, a parliament majority rejected the law on January
20th, angering Sisi. He even said
that Egypt’s bureaucracy could do
without 6 million of its 7 million
civil service workers.

Egypt looks to
reform its subsidy
regime, which cost
$35.3 billion in
the 2014-15
fiscal year.
Economists say parliament has
to approve the law because administrative reform and reducing
Egypt’s budget deficit are necessary if Cairo hopes to receive loans
from international financial institutions.
Egypt is said to be in talks with
the World Bank for loans of up
to $6 billion, which, the government says, is necessary for Cairo
to boost foreign currency reserves
and move ahead with its development plans.
“The law is right at the centre
of negotiations between the bank
and the government on the loans,”
economist Amr Hassanein said.
“Administrative reform and reducing the budget deficit cannot be
more urgent.”
Egypt has to look for World Bank
loans after the economies of its
Gulf allies were hard hit by collapsing oil prices. Saudi Arabia, the

United Arab Emirates and Kuwait
have given Egypt more than $20
billion in loans, grants and oil assistance since June 2013. However,
with oil prices sagging for the past
19 months, those countries cannot
continue to offer Egypt a financial
lifeline.
Apart from reducing civil servants’ salaries, Egypt looks to reform its subsidy regime, which
cost $35.3 billion in the 2014-15
fiscal year, and increase revenues
by motivating production and decreasing imports.
The government said it would
introduce amendments to the Civil
Servants Law and send them to
parliament for approval but it is
thought there is not much the government can change in the law because its main objective is to bring
down spending,
Observers note that conflict is
the expected scenario. The more
than 300 laws issued by the presidency since early 2014 are believed
to be potential points of friction
between the parliament and the
president.
Parliament must debate the laws
soon and animosity might grow if
any are rejected.
“Parliament will necessarily
want to shrug off the idea that it
is a mere lackey of the president,”
Ezbawi said. “This is why it will
assert its loyalty to the people
every now and then by rejecting
laws issued by the president.” That
specific point was raised by MP
Maysa Atwah, who said: “This parliament is only loyal to the people.
This is why it will reject anything
that causes suffering to the people.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.

(Photo credit: Saeed Shahat)

MP Tawfiq Okasha, holding a sign inside parliament that reads “I
reject the Civil Service Law”.

Accounting for Egypt’s ‘disappeared’
Khaled Osama

Cairo

E

gyptian authorities have
admitted that scores of
activists, missing under
mysterious circumstances, were in state custody
pending “criminal charges”, but
activists say more are still missing
and unaccounted for.
Authorities had insisted they
had no information about missing activists, thought to number in
the hundreds, and suggested that
some of them had joined militant
groups.
Retired police major-general
Farouk al-Megrahi said the term
“enforced disappearance” was
coined by political opponents to
tarnish the image of the government.
However, the Egyptian Interior
Ministry conceded on January 25th
that 99 of 118 people whose names
were given to ministry officials
by the state-controlled National
Council for Human Rights (NCHR)
were in police custody and faced
“criminal charges”.
The council acted after it was
notified by family members about
missing relatives. Some of the
disappeared citizens were government opponents, others were
sympathisers of the Muslim Brotherhood but the remaining had no
known link to political movements.
The ministry’s acknowledgment
came 20 days after NCHR Chairman Mohamed Fayek met Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
and probably relayed the growing
public anger at enforced disappearances.
Rights activists and groups said
they were now more certain that
the government had a hand in the

disappearances of at least some of
the missing.
“The authorities are bound by
the law to notify the detainees’
families of their whereabouts and
the charges brought up against
them,” leading rights activist Hafez
Abu Saeeda said. “Enforced disappearances are a crime.”

Local rights groups
documented scores
of cases of enforced
disappearances in
2015 and in some
cases from 2013.
The first allegations of involuntary disappearances came after
the 2011 uprising, when it was rumoured that hundreds of political
activists had been arrested and
held in secret prisons. This suspicion, according to rights groups,

was supported by the discovery of
underground prison cells at State
Security headquarters in Cairo in
March 2011.
Secret cells, thousands of documents, files and tapes were found
containing information about public figures, TV hosts and political
activists and revealed that the secret police eavesdropped on many
Egyptians.
“Enforced disappearance is a
crime in every sense of the word,”
rights advocate Gamal Eid said.
“We try to help the families of the
disappeared as much as possible
but there are limits to what we can
do.”
Human Rights Watch accused
Egypt’s police of operating outside
the law and forcibly making dozens
of people disappear. The organisation said in a news release that it
had documented cases of five people who had disappeared and two
others most likely forcibly disap-

Human rights campaigner Hoda Nasrallah (R), speaking during a
recent gathering at the press syndicate in Cairo about the enforced
disappearances.

peared between April 2014 and
June 2015.
“In three of the cases, the people were last seen in the custody
of state officials, although state
authorities initially denied that the
people had been detained or refused to reveal their whereabouts,”
Human Rights Watch said.
Local rights groups documented
scores of cases of enforced disappearances in 2015 and in some cases from 2013.
Freedom for the Brave, an independent group offering support
to detainees, documented in a
June 7th report what it said were
164 cases of enforced disappearances since April and said that the
whereabouts of at least 66 people
remained unknown.
The report listed 64 people
whose whereabouts were revealed
after more than 24 hours, the maximum time allowed to detain someone without charge under Egyptian
law.
Nasser Amin, a member of the
state-run National Council for Human Rights, said the group had received notifications from the families of 160 missing people and who
they claim had involuntarily disappeared.
A local rights group recently said
it documented 125 cases of enforced disappearance throughout
Egypt.
Political activist Amr Hamzawi
said the reports turn Egypt into a
“republic of fear”.
“Fear of enforced disappearance
and killing outside the law continues to grow,” Hamzawi wrote on
Twitter.
Egyptian Interior Minister Magdi
Abdel Ghaffar said on December 1st
that reports of enforced disappearances were untrue. He added that
perpetrators of the November 23rd
attack on a North Sinai hotel had

disappeared months earlier and
joined militants in Sinai.
Also, an Egyptian, reported to
have disappeared a year ago, appeared in a video from Kurdish
fighters who took him hostage in
northern Iraq for fighting within
the ranks of the Islamic State (ISIS).
A woman who had allegedly collected $500,000 from people in a
pyramid scheme was arrested at
an airport as she tried to escape to
Lebanon. Her father claimed that
she had involuntarily disappeared
because she was a political activist.

The Egyptian
Interior Ministry
conceded that 99 of
118 people were in
police custody and
faced “criminal
charges”.
Families of the disappeared say
they have enough reasons to believe that the government knows
where other missing people are.
Maha Mekawi, whose husband
disappeared two years ago, says
she is confident her husband is in
Homeland Security jails.
“I gave them [the authorities]
proof of that but they insist on denying and lying to the people,” she
said.
An Interior Ministry official told
her that her husband might be in
police custody but under a different name.
Egypt is not a signatory to the
International Convention for the
Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance, which was
adopted in 2006 by the UN General
Assembly.
Khaled Osama is an Egyptian
reporter in Cairo.
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Gaza writer complains of Hamas mistreatment
Saud Abu Ramadan

Gaza City

T

he detention of Palestinian journalist and
social media personality Ayman al-Aloul in the
Gaza Strip showed the renewed intolerance of the militant
Hamas against those who dare to
speak against it.
Since forcibly taking over Gaza
from the Palestinian Authority
(PA) in 2007, Hamas has ruled the
enclave with an iron fist. It has
maintained zero-tolerance policies towards dissidents, detained
critics and carried our extrajudicial
executions of alleged Israeli spies.
It filled public offices with loyalists
to ensure supremacy.
The group often arrested, beat
and tortured opponents, including suspected supporters of Islamic State (ISIS) militants, who
were blamed for explosions that
instilled fear of further instability.

Aloul was arrested a
day after he posted
on Facebook a video
that rebuked Hamas
deputy chief Ismail
Haniyeh.
Nonetheless, after the July 2014
Israeli war on Gaza, Hamas ignored
widespread public criticism of its
handling of the conflict and for
provoking a mightier Israel, a decision that dragged the enclave into
devastation and chaos.
Salama Marouf, director of the
Hamas-run Government Press Office, said Aloul was arrested because he was a security officer on
the PA’s payroll, “not by the other
status he uses being a journalist”.
“Regardless of the tips and information that some of our security
has against Mr Aloul, he was released,” Marouf said. She declined
to elaborate.
Aloul, 44, was arrested at his
home in the Sabra neighbourhood
in central Gaza on January 3rd. He
spent nine days in custody, afterward claiming he was beaten, tortured, offended and intimidated by
his Hamas jailers.
Following his release under

Palestinian journalists calling for the release of journalist Ayman al-Aloul, in front of the Hamas information ministry in Gaza, on
January 5th.
pressure from Palestinian rights
groups, Aloul told The Arab Weekly that he will “quit criticising Hamas”.
He said Hamas used techniques
that “affected my general psyche”.
“I was physically tortured and
beaten,” Aloul said, adding Hamas
police used their hands to beat him
but only on certain areas of his
body so as not to leave bruises or
marks.
“They humiliated me,” Aloul
said.
Aloul was arrested a day after he
posted on Facebook a video that rebuked Hamas deputy chief Ismail
Haniyeh. With 80,000 friends and
followers, most of them in Gaza,
Hamas saw that the posting would

spread quickly, Aloul explained.
“I accused him and Hamas of
miscalculating and committing
mistakes that brought upon Gaza
three destructive Israeli wars and
left the people out in a limb,” Aloul
said.
“My conclusion was that Hamas
failed in both the military resistance and in politics.”
Aloul, who has reported on the
area for two decades for Arabic
publications in Gaza and has often
posted comical criticism of Hamas
on his Facebook page, said Hamas
charged him with inciting public
sentiments against it.
Like other Hamas critics, Aloul
blamed the group for the continued power blackouts, closure

of the Rafah crossing point with
Egypt, high taxes, record poverty
and unemployment and a chocking Israeli siege.
In many places in Gaza people
vent frustration with their lives
in the enclave. Some, mostly the
young, have been trying to escape
to Israel to find jobs, and others
hope to flee to Europe to look for
better opportunities.
Aloul said violations of press
freedoms are rampant in Arab societies ruled by totalitarian regimes.
“But when it came to beating and
torture, I felt that I was brutally
hurt,” he said.
The early January detention was
not Aloul’s first time in a Hamasrun jail. “Two years ago, I was

arrested for six hours and was
severely beaten also by Hamas interior security officers,” he said.
“But this time, I spent more time in
jail and, of course, the torture was
more severe.”
Sami Zaqoot, an activist at Al Mizan Centre for Human Rights, said
violations are committed daily by
Gazan authorities.
“But who would dare to speak
out?” he asked. “Anyone who does
will probably face Aloul’s destiny,
if not worse”.
Saud Abu Ramadan, based
in Gaza, is an Arab Weekly
correspondent who has been
covering the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict for 28 years.

Artists and hard-line government clash in Israel
Tia Goldenberg

Jerusalem

I

srael’s cultural class is increasingly alarmed by what many
see as a tightening noose on
freedom of expression, as a
hard-line government minister
seeks to cut funding for artists critical of the state.
The clash highlights a broader
battle amid Israel’s rightward lurch
after nearly 50 years of occupation
of Palestinian lands. As Israel’s dovish camp erodes, a nationalist-religious right is rising that lends more
emphasis to Israel’s character as a
Jewish state, rather than one that is
equally Jewish and democratic.
For Israeli artists, who tend to be
politically liberal, the chasm between their viewpoints and those
of a growing number of Israelis is
deepening. Israel’s cadre of liberal
musicians, authors and actors has
been among the country’s most
vocal critics, headlining rallies and
provocative performances that
challenge the prevailing orthodoxy.
“The first signs of dictatorship
are the elimination of the other,”
Ronit Matalon, a fiction writer, told
the daily Haaretz. “The oxygen in
the air we breathe is getting thinner.”
With Israel mired in a wave of violence with the Palestinians, hardline lawmakers and activist groups

have been stepping up pressure on
dovish opponents, primarily rights
groups critical of government policies in the West Bank.
Leading that charge has been
Im Tirtzu, a nationalist group that
launched a fierce video campaign
accusing human rights groups of
being spies and foreign agents. The
video questioned their loyalty because of their international advocacy and because such non-profits
tend to rely heavily on donations
from European countries.

Critics say the
campaign is the
result of an
atmosphere stifling
dissent nurtured by
Netanyahu’s
hawkish
government.
Im Tirtzu launched a campaign
on Facebook branding dozens of
singers, actors and authors — including writer Amos Oz, perennially touted as a possible Nobel Prize
in Literature laureate — as foreign
agents because of their support for
rights groups.
“If you are active in a certain
organisation, you are not just a
cultural figure. You are a political
activist,” said Im Tirtzu Chairman
Matan Peleg. “It’s important for me
that [the Israeli public] know there

is a hidden agenda here.”
The artists and their supporters have said the campaign incites
violence and demand Im Tirtzu be
restrained.
“Have they lost their minds?”
asked Yair Lapid, head of the centrist Yesh Atid party. “This campaign of hate and incitement to
violence by Im Tirtzu crosses a red
line.”
Politicians across the political
spectrum, including hardliners in
the government, rejected Im Tirtzu’s latest campaign. Israeli Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu said
he “opposes using the term ‘traitor’
for those who disagree with me.”.
Still, critics say the campaign is
the result of an atmosphere stifling
dissent nurtured by Netanyahu’s
hawkish government.
Israeli Culture Minister Miri Regev recently vowed to press ahead
with legislation that would allow her, as minister, to determine
which cultural institutions and projects could be denied funding. She
would use criteria that could include denigrating the national flag
or state symbols, denying Israel’s
existence as a Jewish and democratic state or promoting Israel’s independence day as a day of mourning. Much of those criteria affect
left-leaning or Arab institutions.
Regev has had a fraught relationship with the cultural community
since her appointment in 2015 and
has been accused of attempting to

Branded as “foreign agent”. A
file picture shows Israeli writer
Amos Oz attending a press
conference in Budapest.
bring Israeli artists’ output in line
with her political ideology.
Regev froze funding for an Arab
theatre in the mixed Arab-Jewish
city of Haifa over a play inspired
by the prison experience of Walid
Daka, an Arab citizen of Israel who
abducted, tortured and killed an Israeli soldier in 1984. Critics said the
play humanised a killer and disrespected the family of the victim.

Regev threatened to withhold
funding for a Tel Aviv cinema hosting a film festival about the Nakba,
the term Palestinians use to describe their displacement during
the 1948 war that attended Israel’s
creation.
She has also tried to meddle in
the playlist of Israel’s most popular radio music station, Galgalatz,
saying it was snubbing the Mizrahi
music popular with her traditional
political base in favour of the mainstream pop of Ashkenazi — European-descended — musicians.
“Regev is using all the tools at her
disposal in an irresponsible way,”
said Stav Shaffir, an opposition legislator. “She is using her authority
to suppress art and humanities and
not strengthen them.”
Speaking at Israel’s national theatre Habima on January 27th ahead
of the debut performance of the
musical Evita, Regev was greeted
with both applause and boos, a reflection of her divisiveness.
“I will not allow the state to fund
— in the name of freedom of expression — activities that undermine the
very existence of the state of Israel
as a Jewish and democratic state,”
Regev told the audience in Tel Aviv,
Israel’s liberal bastion.
Regev’s supporters say she is preserving Israel’s national dignity in
the face of artists who are stretching the limits of freedom of expression.
(The Associated Press)
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Syrian children who lost one or both of their parents in Syria’s ongoing conflict, line up to attend a party organised for them by the local NGO Douma Society
in the rebel-held district of Douma, east of Damascus, last September.

The lost children of Syria’s war
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

S

ham has been brought up
by foster parents since her
birth two years ago from the
womb of her dying mother.
Adnan has been nursed and
cared for by a single mother since he
was picked up in a street next to his
mother’s dead body. Both will never
know their parents and might not
even know who they are and where
they came from.
Sham and Adnan are among thousands of Syrian children who became orphans and lost links to their
families due to Syria’s brutal conflict, which has claimed more than
250,000 lives.
Youssef and his wife, a childless
couple from Raqqa, have been married for more than 25 years and had
lost hope of having a child but the
war unexpectedly made them foster parents of Sham. “We have not
been blessed with children of our
own and have given up on adopting
a child due to social and tribal constraints,” said Youssef, who asked to

be identified only by his first name.
Two years ago, a hospital worker
and family friend asked for the couple’s assistance in caring for a newborn girl who had lost her family.
“The mother was rushed to hospital after the car in which the family
was travelling was hit by a missile,
killing the father and two children.
Only the unborn baby could be
saved after she was delivered from
her dying mother. We could not
find any identification papers in the
charred car. All we know is that the
vehicle was registered in Homs,”
Youssef said.
“We have the vehicle’s plate number and hope that, once matters
calm down, I can travel to Homs to
trace the name of the car’s owner.
Maybe we would be able to identify
Sham’s family.”
While Sham has some hope of
learning about her family one day,
Adnan does not stand a chance.
A year-and-a-half ago, during
fierce fighting in Aleppo, the then
8-month-old boy was rescued by a
young unmarried woman.
“The shelling was heavy and people fleeing the place were caught
in the crossfire. The scene was ter-

rifying. Bloodied and dismembered
bodies littered the street. I saw
this baby crying near the body of a
woman. So I picked him up and ran
away… Since then he has been living with me and my family,” said the
woman, who asked to be identified
as Samira.
“I named him Adnan, after my father, and he calls me ‘mama’ though
I am not married. I will never leave
him. Even if I get married one day I
will take him with me. Otherwise, I
will not marry.”

SOS Children’s
Villages in Syria
opened two new
centres in rural
Damascus and
one in Aleppo.
As the war continues with no
respite, young Syrians are paying a
very heavy price with more than 5
million children lacking basic human necessities and the chance at
an education.
According to the UN Children’s
Fund (UNICEF), nearly 12,000 chil-

dren have been killed and an alarming number of unaccompanied children have been making the difficult
and dangerous journey from Syria
to neighbouring countries.
Some arrive alone and others
travel with extended family members or friends. In 2014, UNICEF
estimated that 8,000 children had
fled Syria without their parents, a
number that has likely surged as
violence intensified.
Orphanages and child care centres are crammed with orphans and
unaccompanied children, many of
whom are not identified and might
have been lost by family members
in the mass exodus from the war.
In the Dar al-Rahma orphanage in
Damascus, the number of orphans
has doubled since the outbreak of
the crisis in March 2011.
“We had some 180 children before the war, all females aged between several months and 13 years,
but with the increase in the number
of orphans, we started accepting
males. We have 325 children now,”
orphanage director Baraa Ayoubi
said.
The children are often delivered
to the orphanage by police or ex-

tended family members. Many do
not have identification papers and
often there is no information about
their families, Ayoubi said.
“In one instance, three children aged 4, 5 and 4 months were
handed to a police station after the
parents were killed in the shelling
in Tadamon (a Damascus neighbourhood). We tried to find their
relatives but it was impossible since
most residents of the neighbourhood had fled,” she said. “The eldest child could not speak for more
than four months and when he did
he could only say the name of his
father.”
SOS Children’s Villages in Syria
opened two new centres in rural Damascus and one in Aleppo to cater
for the growing numbers of children
without families. “We have 250 children under 13, including 54 without
papers. They arrive in SOS villages
through associations of civil society
or official channels and the Syrian
Red Crescent,” SOS Children’s Villages director Salma Hakki said.
Many orphaned children live with
their extended families in Syria or
in refugee camps in neighbouring
countries.

Children of the Arab world ‘under fire’

View poi nt
Martin Jay

R

aging war and
political turmoil
across the Middle
East and North Africa
have affected about
27 million children,
preventing more than 13 million
of them from going to school.
According to a recent UNICEF
report, children have been
mainly affected by conflicts in
Syria, Yemen, Libya, Iraq, Sudan
and the Palestinian territories.
Subsequently, children in the
region are battling with deluge of
conditions ranging from trauma
and diseases linked to missing
vaccinations through to being
forced into early marriages in a region where the young have proved
to be the main victims of wars,
political ambitions and regional
interests.
“The destructive impact of
conflict is being felt by children
right across the region,” said Peter
Salama, regional director for
UNICEF in the Middle East and
North Africa in a statement. “It’s
not just the physical damage being
done to schools but the despair
felt by a generation of school-

In Jordan, Lebanon and
Turkey, more than 700,000
Syrian refugee children are
unable to attend school.

children who see their hopes and
futures shattered.”
A UNICEF report, Education
Under Fire, focuses on the effects
of violence on schoolchildren and
education systems in nine countries that have been directly or
indirectly impacted by violence.
It tallies with a more recent
study just published by Save
the Children, which claims that
700,000 children in neighbouring
countries to Syria are not in school
and that one-in-four children are
at risk for mental health disorders.
An obvious area of concern is
also vaccinations as, according
to UNICEF, the United Nations’
Children’s Fund, polio hit Iraq
and Syria. The disease returned to
Syria after 14 years with the first
case confirmed in October 2013.
There have been 36 cases reported
to date. In Iraq, polio also returned
after 13 years with two cases
reported, both in the Baghdad
area. Cholera has infected more
than 2,200 people across Iraq since
September.
Child labour is also growing
since the war in Syria intensified.
Inside Syria, children are contributing to the family income in more
than three-quarters of surveyed
households.
“In Jordan, close to half of all
Syrian refugee children are now
the joint or sole family breadwinners in surveyed households,
while in some parts of Lebanon,
children as young as 6 years old
are reportedly working,” a UNICEF
spokeswoman said.
According to a Save the Children

study, “Millions of families cannot
access adequate life-saving assistance such as food, shelter and
healthcare.
“Child labour and early marriage, the lack of nutrition and
medical care and acute tension
and anxiety within their family
units due to prolonged periods of
displacement and untreated psychological issues can have further,
profound impacts on children’s
development.”
“Early marriage” is another issue
having serious effects. The rate
of early marriage in the Zaatari
refugee camp in Jordan has more
than doubled since the influx of
refugees began. UNICEF says one
in every five registered marriages
of Syrian refugee women in Jordan
is a girl under the age of 18.
It’s a similar story in Lebanon.
“Parents try to get their children
married early for security reasons
as living outside of their communities is not safe and secure,”
explains Sandy Maroun of Save the
Children in Lebanon.
“Refugee children have huge
needs in education, psycho-social
support and child protection as
well as shelter,” she adds, stressing that bitter weather in Lebanon
often takes lives each year.
“But education is a priority,”
she explains. “There are around
300,000 Syrian refugees in Lebanon with no education and Save
the Children is doing all it can to
fill this gap.”
Attacks on schools and education infrastructure — sometimes
even deliberate — account for

Raging war
and political
turmoil
across the
Middle East
and North
Africa have
affected
about 27
million
children.

many children not attending
classes in the region. In Syria, Iraq,
Yemen and Libya, nearly 9,000
schools are not being used as originally intended because they are
now shelters for displaced civilians
or have been taken over by parties
to the conflict or destroyed during
battles.
Another factor is the fear that
drives thousands of teachers to
flee or keeps parents from sending children to school because of
the dangers at school or along the
route.
More often than not though,
it’s about numbers. In Jordan,
Lebanon and Turkey, more than
700,000 Syrian refugee children
are unable to attend school because the overburdened national
education infrastructure cannot
cope with the extra student load.
Armed conflict in Syria, Iraq,
Libya, Yemen, Sudan and the
Palestinian territories also claimed
the lives of thousands of children.
According to UN data, the number
of children killed in Yemen since
March 2015 is 637. In Syria, the latest figure the United Nations has is
10,000. In Iraq, violence claimed
the lives of 1,256 (from 2011-15).
While in Gaza, UNICEF was able to
document more than 520 killings
among children during the 2014
conflict with Israel.
“From Syria to Sudan, from
Libya to Iraq, from the state of
Palestine to Yemen, children find
themselves under attack. In no
other part of the world have children’s rights been violated on such
a scale,” Salama of UNICEF said.
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Palestinian
children embroiled
in the violence
Malak Hasan

Ramallah

A

n increasing number of
young Palestinians are
joining the fight against
Israelis, continuing the
latest spate of violence
that erupted in October over a
Muslim shrine in Jerusalem.
Experts
argue
that
youth
participation underscores their
frustration with the lack of
progress towards a settlement that
would end Israel’s occupation of
the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
Palestinians
complain
of
humiliation at crossing points,
constant closure of cities, random
shootings by Israeli police, and
beatings and killings by Israeli
settlers.
While
the
majority
of
Palestinians generally do not
condone violence, they see acts
such as throwing stones at Israeli
police or stabbing with scissors
and knives as legitimate forms of
resistance against the occupation.
Israel terms such actions part of a
“wave of terror”.
Ramallah University student
Rahaf Jaradat, a Palestinian, said:
“For a human being to live under
constant oppression is enough
reason to give up peace and resist.”
Ramallah pollster Arab World
for Research and Development
(AWRAD) said a recent study
indicated that 37% of young
Palestinians asked said the main
reason behind the surge in violence
was “frustration due to a failed
peace process and an enduring
occupation”.
The pollster also said that 57% of
respondents stated they believed

Palestinians should not stop acts of
resistance against the occupation.
One of the respondents, a
22-year-old woman who asked not
to be named, said she supported
stabbing Israeli soldiers and that
she saw the young people behind
these operations as “heroes and
martyrs who should be honoured”.
Most of the scores of Palestinians
killed in the months of unrelenting
Palestinian-Israeli violence were
under the age of 25. Photojournalist
Fadi Arouri was among Palestinians
who questioned the involvement
of children in such acts.

57%

of respondents
stated they believed
Palestinians should
not stop acts of
resistance.
Some
Palestinians
support
attacks against Israelis because
they believe every Israeli has or will
serve in the Israeli armed forces,
making that person complicit in
the military occupation, which has
stifled the population of the West
Bank and Gaza.
Arouri said that in the previous
two uprisings against Israel “it was
adult fighters who we saw on TV
or in the field, but now it’s mostly
children”.
“I oppose this because children
are paying the price,” he said.
Some observers accuse the
Palestinian
Authority
(PA)
leadership of turning a blind eye
to young Palestinians taking part
in the violence since it draws

worldwide attention and often
sympathy for the Palestinians
and condemnation against Israel
through images of Israeli troops
using force to quell violence.
Pointing fingers at the leadership
or asking why more youngsters are
taking part in the violence enrages
many Palestinians, who accuse
those who publicly address such
issues of collaborating with Israel.
Israeli columnist Gideon Levy
questioned the Israeli surprise
at violence by Palestinian youth,
saying
Israel’s
occupation,
excessive force used by Israeli
Defence Forces against Palestinians
and settlers’ attacks, including the
torching of West Bank homes, were
to blame.
”When the lives of Palestinians
are officially the army’s for the
taking, their blood cheap in the
eyes of Israeli society, then settler
militias are also permitted to kill
them,” Levy wrote in the daily
Hebrew-language Haaretz, which
has been increasingly critical of
the Palestinian casualties.
The newspaper has also been
publishing more articles about
excessive force used by Israeli
security and settlers against
Palestinian demonstrators.
Levy said Israel killed hundreds
of Palestinian children in the July
2014 war on Gaza and considered
it
“legitimate,
and
doesn’t
even compel a debate, a moral
reckoning, then what’s so terrible
about setting a (Palestinian)
house on fire, together with its
inhabitants”.
Jamal Jumaa, coordinator of
a national group called Stop the
Wall, said he believed the PA’s
unwillingness to pay the price of a
new intifada is the reason children

The son of Palestinian Sami Madi, whom medics said was killed
by Israeli troops, reacts during his father’s funeral in Deir al-Balah
in the central Gaza Strip, last December.
are caught up alone in the violence.
“This is an indication of a sociopolitical crisis in the Palestinian
society rather than a pointer that
liberation is near,” he said. “But
no one has the courage to say,

‘Do not fight’ because there is no
alternative.”
Malak Hasan, based in Ramallah,
has covered Palestinian-Israeli
issues for more than five years.

The psychological scars of Syria’s war
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

I

“

really try to forget. We play
and laugh and have fun. I
made a lot of new friends
and by having fun I can
forget,” said Syrian refugee
Abdulmajid, aged 15. He is one of
the Syrian children that War Child
Holland has helped.
About 100,000 Syrian children
participated in War Child Holland
programmes in Lebanon in 2015,
ranging from education to child
protection to psycho-social support, but that figure will be down
by more than half for 2016 after
funding has dried up despite War
Child calling for greater financial
assistance.
While there are many other humanitarian organisations working
to help Syrian children in Lebanon,
War Child has taken the lead in seeking to alleviate the psychological
trauma experienced by many Syrian
children who have fled violence.
Abdulmajid, whose name has
been changed to protect his identity, witnessed horrors as he journeyed with his family from Syria to
Lebanon. “On the road I saw houses
in rubble and burned-out cars. I saw
massacres, people and children,
killed without any reason,” he told
War Child’s Real Life Stories series.
“Presently, War Child is the leading agency providing psycho-social
support services to Syrian children
through the creation of Safe Spaces
(20) in Lebanon,” War Child spokesman Peter Schouten said “These
spaces provide an opportunity for

children to begin recovering from
the experiences of their displacement, and to access support for
their psychological and emotional
well-being.”
Safe Spaces is an initiative which
provides Syrian refugee children
with psycho-social support. These
are areas where children can learn
to cope with their experiences during the war, participate in classes
to catch up with school and get the
chance to be children again.
“They [Syrian children] are
able to laugh and have fun again
— of utmost importance in a time
when their lives have so drastically changed,” War Child Holland’s
website explained.
There are more than 1 million
registered Syrian refugees in Lebanon — a country with a population
of 4 million — with more than half
of those under the age of 17. A 2014
survey of about 1,100 young
Syrians conducted by
Save the Children

found that 41% of Syrians in Lebanon between the ages of 15 and 24
had contemplated suicide, while
psychological trauma among children was unexceptional.
“You can safely assume that the
majority of the population coming
from Syria have some form of distress,” Anthony MacDonald, chief

Nureldine al-Tout, a 5-year-old Syrian boy who recently lost his
legs in a barrel bomb attack, is carried by a volunteer as he attends an event for psychological support in the rebel-held town of
Douma, eastern Damascus, on January 24, 2016.

of child protection at the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) in Lebanon,
told the Washington Post last year.
There are 20 safe spaces in Lebanon where Syrian children, such as
Abdulmajid and tens of thousands
of others, can find respite from the
cramped conditions of Syrian refugees in Lebanon and from horrific
memories that dog them. War Child
has plans to open new Safe Spaces
with a community-based approach.
“From the moment that we
started our work, we believed in
one thing: No child should be part
of war,” Schouten said. “There’s
not a single excuse that justifies
young lives being torn apart by war.
That’s why War Child has shown
that you can protect children
and young people against
violence and help them to rebuild their lives.
“Children are resilient, but
they can’t recover on their
own. That’s why it’s important that we help children
as quickly as possible to deal
with their violent war experiences.”
A January 2014 War Child
report painted a bleak picture
regarding the psychological
issues that Syrian children in
Lebanon are facing, including
an increasing desensitisation towards violence.
“Based on analysis from children’s reports, it can be interpreted
that normalisation and desensitisation to violence have altered the
conceptualisation of childhood and
play,” the report said, saying that
many children reproduce and imitate violence they have witnessed
as part of play.

“Some children play the role of
cops, guards and military men at
checkpoints. They imitate shootings and the sound of bombs…
they imitate raids on houses and
schools,” the report confirmed.
Some media outlets have taken a
sensationalist take on this information, warning that these same
children could become a second
generation of fighters as the Syrian
conflict drags on but the truth is
more complex.
Children deal with psychological
trauma through play and Safe Spaces has an important role. “For some,
play becomes the mechanism for
children to address and understand
their fears and to confront notions
of power; for other children this
becomes a reality as they choose
to carry a weapon and to simulate
the role of the armed men who they
both fear and view as authority figures,” the report said.
“On the contrary many psychologists say that children re-enacting
scenes of violence they have witnessed in a game could help them
to distance themselves from what
happened and analyse it from an
external point of view,” Schouten
said.
“We try to teach the children in
our projects that violence is not
an option to solve conflicts and we
support their communities creating
a safe environment. The children of
today are the adolescents of tomorrow. So our hope rests with them.
The choices they will make depend
a lot on the economic chances they
will have; education is the key.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.
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Lebanon’s ability to deal with refugee crisis ‘wearing thin’
Samar Kadi

L
Beirut

ebanon has developed what Minister
of Social Affairs
Rashid Derbas likes
to call the “art of
survival”, having
coped with a
destructive 15-year
civil war and years of security
and economic instability.
Such a capacity to adapt
to difficult situations was
undoubtedly a major factor that
helped Lebanon absorb more
than 1.5 million Syrian refugees
despite limited resources and
international assistance.
However, Lebanon’s resilience
is wearing alarmingly thin, with
no sign for an end of Syria’s war,
now in its fifth year. Now, Beirut
hopes to collect $2.4 billion from
the Syria Donors Conference in
London in early February to assist
2.9 million vulnerable individuals
in its territory.
The large influx of Syrian
refugees had put tremendous
pressure on the capacity of
the small country, worsening
economic and social woes caused
by years of political instability and
volatile security.
Competition over scarce
resources and poor employment
opportunities has increased
tensions between the overstaying
“guests” and their Lebanese
hosts. The effects are mostly felt
by the poorest of the Lebanese
population, especially in rural
areas where poverty levels are
the highest and the majority of
refugees are concentrated.
“The Lebanese society is deeply
affected by the deterioration of
the economic situation, negative
growth, lack of job opportunities,
lack of political and security
stability, the loss in tourism and
the inability to export through
the land borders (with Syria)… It

is a miracle that the country can
still put up with all that,” Derbas
said in an interview with The Arab
Weekly.
With Lebanon playing host to 1.1
million refugees registered by the
United Nations in addition to an
estimated 500,000 non-registered
Syrians, it is the Lebanese poor
who are bearing the brunt of the
crisis.
“Of course the impact is
flagrant, when you have 1.5
million incomers, which we did
not expect. It is like having 20
million Mexicans arriving in the
US. Even a big country would be
jolted if it had such an influx,”
Derbas said.
With a population of 4.1 million,
Lebanon has a ratio of one refugee
for every five Lebanese. It is the
highest such figure on the world.
The minister put Lebanese
resilience down to their capacity
to adapt to difficult situations,
an “art of survival” they have
mastered over the 1975-90 civil
war, including a devastating
Israeli invasion.
“Lebanon is just a strange
country. During the (civil) war,
there were several rounds of
fighting but, whenever there
was a truce, you would see
people coming out and returning
to normal life. We have an
extraordinary capacity of
adaptation that is unique
and we even do
capitalise on crises
to our benefit,”
Derbas said.
Finding
opportunities
to invest in the
Syrian refugee
crisis is high on the
Lebanese agenda
for the London
conference on
global assistance
to Syrian refugees
and their host
communities
in Lebanon and
Jordan.

Lebanon’s
resilience
is wearing
alarmingly thin,
with no sign for
an end of Syria’s
war.

“We can definitely benefit from
the money that is being spent
in Lebanon by donor countries
assisting the refugees to improve
our economy. The international
community has finally realised
that it needs to help stabilise
communities hosting refugees
before the situation explodes,”
Derbas said.
The Lebanese Crisis Response
Plan (LCRP), a document
prepared with the United Nations
to be presented at the London
conference, requests $2.4
billion for the benefit of nearly 3
million vulnerable individuals in
Lebanon.
“Taking into account that 83%
of the refugees are living among
the poorest local communities,
the plan stipulates that 37% of the
fund would be spent on stabilising
the host communities and 63% on
humanitarian assistance targeting
2 million people, including 1
million Lebanese poor and 1
million non-Lebanese,” Derbas
said.
The LCRP is viewed as a crucial
channel through which the
international community can
support Lebanon as it addresses
the needs of both its own people
and the displaced from Syria. It
will focus particularly on localities
where Lebanese are feeling the
greatest effects of the crisis
and long-term poverty.
“It represents an
opportunity to invest
in national capacities,
Lebanese services
and the economy to
help stabilise the
country,” Derbas
said.
The minister
played down
concerns that
Syrian refugees
who have
established
small
businesses
in Lebanon

might be reluctant to return home
once the conflict is over.
“Those who have established
some kind of business here
are very few, whereas the vast
majority is barely surviving from
donations and that is why they
will all return to their home,” he
said.
“Those who want to stay and do
business in Lebanon afterward,
they are welcome to do so under
local rules and regulations… But
I am sure that once the situation
in Syria is normalised not a single
Syrian will remain in Lebanon and
even the Lebanese would follow
them [to help rebuild] Syria.”
By investing in the refugees’
host countries, the international
community hopes to strengthen
their ability to cope with the
millions of displaced and refugees
who remained among them for
nearly five years, and might stay
on for a good while longer, as the
conflict in Syria shows no sign of
ending.
Derbas pointed out that
proposals could be raised at
the London conference to relax
restrictions on the employment
of Syrian refugees, a matter that
Lebanon is not set to accept.
Syrian refugees are banned
from working in Lebanon unless
they are sponsored by a Lebanese
national and “Lebanon is not
willing to change that”, according
to Derbas.
Though there is no official
figure, at least one-third of
the refugees are believed to
be working clandestinely and
competing with the Lebanese
over various unskilled jobs. They
are mostly engaged as cheap day
labour in the agriculture and
construction sectors.
Lebanon, which also hosts an
estimated 400,000 Palestinian
refugees whose families fled
to the country when Israel
was created in 1948, is wary of
allowing any move that could
encourage the resettlement of
Syrian refugees.

Refugee cash-for-work is a good idea

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

C

ash-for-work has been
touted as the big idea
in refugee care ahead
of an aid conference
for Syria in London. It
is a fine principle if
only it could be made to work in
the refugees’ immediate neighbourhood — Turkey, Lebanon and
Jordan — where most of them are
waiting out the agony of exile.
The idea, proposed by Gerd
Mueller, Germany’s minister
for Economic Cooperation and
Development, on a visit to Jordan,
was subsequently taken up by
British International Development
Secretary Justine Greening. It
simply sparkles with common
sense.
Gainful employment in more
familiar surroundings would
save Syria’s harried people from
difficult journeys to cold, foreign
locations in Europe.
The return on investment is
apparently very good in monetary
terms. Mueller claims that it is “20
times more effective” to spend
resources on refugees in the
region than on accommodating
them in Europe. Greening says:
“A pound or euro goes so much
further in Jordan than if we are
spending it here processing
refugees in Europe.”

The cash-for-work
scheme would require
$2.17 billion.

It would also ease the pressures
on European governments, which
are feeling the backlash as their
alarmed populations face the
prospect of a ceaseless flow of
large numbers of Syrian refugees.
It is a bargain, a three-for-one
deal that would give something to
everyone — decently paid work for
the refugees, cash for their host
countries in the neighbourhood
and a respite to Europe, which is
dealing with the biggest refugee
movement since the World
War II.
Could it ever come to pass?
Could the money to create
500,000 jobs be raised
internationally, as the
London conference
proposes? The cashfor-work scheme
would require
$2.17 billion. This
would allow Middle
Eastern host
countries to employ
refugees at $325
each per month.
That sounds like
pretty good takings
but there is more than
the money to think of
— not least the physical
and psychological
practicalities that might
affect implementation.
Turkey, which hosts
approximately 2 million
Syrians and 30,000 Iraqis,
recently agreed to offer
work permits to those who
had been in the country
for at least six months.
But amid all the hosannas

about the decision, there are two
potential game changers. Ankara
could renege any time because it
is yet to receive the $3.25 billion
promised by the European
Union to ease the burden on its
economy. And Turkey’s domestic
unemployment rate is running at
roughly 10% as growth slows and
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s
government struggles to contain
discontent. When it is jobs for
the people, most countries first
consider their own people.
It is pretty much the same
for Lebanon, home to 1.3
million refugees — more
than one-quarter of its
population — and for Jordan,
which has upward of
600,000.
In parts
of Jordan,
unemployment
is more than 50%
and the idea of
giving newcomers
legal access to jobs is
understandably fraught.
Will Amman find it a
comfort that Mueller
and Greening want
the new scheme to fund
jobs for both Syrians and
Jordanians? The enterprise
zones they envision sound
like a dream of harmony
with Syrians and Jordanians
working alongside to build
infrastructure and schools.
Finally, of course, there is
the rather more delicate issue
of culture and values when
resettling refugees anywhere. It
is easier to visualise the cultural

Gainful
employment
in more
familiar
surroundings
would save
Syria’s
harried
people from
difficult
journeys to
cold, foreign
locations in
Europe.

chasm that opens when Syrian
refugees arrive in Europe than in
the Gulf Arab states and in Turkey.
In a general sense, the Middle
East is thought to share a cultural
closeness, which should be able to
absorb Syria’s displaced and allow
them to sink deep and comfortably
into the familiar rhythms of home.
This is a deceptive and illinformed myth. Though most
Syrian refugees are Sunni, Saudi
Arabia, for instance, is leery of
taking in people who lived in
Syria’s Sunni areas, which served
as a base for ISIS. In Lebanon,
the Sunnis and Shias are finely
balanced and even small changes
can trigger violent responses. In
Turkey, refugees who initially
settled in a province that had a
sizeable number of Alawites (the
sect to which Syrian President
Bashar Assad belongs) were coldly
received. Egypt’s President Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi is worried about
Syrian refugees’ links to his bête
noire, the Muslim Brotherhood.
The Gulf states, home to enormous
and diverse expatriate groups
of workers, are ever alert to the
possibility of ethnic and sectarian
tensions.
In this context, it becomes a
little easier to understand the
inhospitable tone of the regional
attitude towards the refugees and
why the cash-for-work idea to keep
them out of Europe may not work.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Refugees in the Levant

Syrian refugee newborns are unregistered
Samar Kadi

Beirut

O

ne of the biggest challenges posed by the Syrian war is that of tens of
thousands of refugee
children born in host
countries not being registered with
any government.
Without official papers establishing their identity and rights
to Syrian nationality, the children
could face a life of statelessness
and deprivation of basic rights,
including education, freedom of
movement and the right to cross
borders.
The Lebanese government and
the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) have been campaigning to raise awareness among
refugees of the importance of declaring their newborns to secure
their legal rights. According to UNHCR, about 69,000 children have
been born among the 1.1 million
registered refugees in Lebanon
since the onset of the Syrian crisis
in 2011.
However, the UNHCR can only
keep track of births among registered refugees. It is not known
how many have been born among
the approximately 500,000 unregistered Syrians in the country.
Omar Ibrahim Rateb, 3, is one of
those children. Born in a refugee
settlement in northern Lebanon,
he was denied a birth certificate.
Recalling the circumstances
of Omar’s birth, his mother said:
“First, we went to (the private) Al
Minya Hospital but they asked for
1 million Lebanese pounds ($666).
Then, we tried a public hospital
where they asked for 400,000
pounds ($266). At the end, we settled for an unauthorised midwife
from a nearby camp, although we
knew she could not give a legal
birth certificate.”
Eight-month-old Bashar al-Ali
has a birth certificate but he is neither registered in any Lebanese
civil registry for foreigners nor at
the Syrian embassy. In addition
to registration fees, movement is
an issue for parents who cannot
afford to renew their expired residence permits and fear arrest at
army checkpoints.

At least 69,000 Syrian refugee children were born in Lebanon since 2011, the majority being unregistered.
“We can hardly secure food from
casual daily work. How can we
register our child when we have
to worry about how to find money
for eating?” said Ahmed, Bashar’s
father.

About

69,000

children have been born
among the 1.1 million
registered refugees
in Lebanon since the
onset of the Syrian
crisis in 2011.
The Lebanese government is
aware of the problem and has initiated a campaign with UNHCR to
encourage refugees to register chil-

dren born on Lebanese territory.
“We have a special department
for recording foreigners and the
failure to do so befalls completely
on the parents,” said Lebanese
Minister of Social Affairs Rashid
Derbas in an interview with The
Arab Weekly.
For the estimated 100,000 refugees in the border town of Arsal in
eastern Lebanon, registering newborns is almost an impossible task.
“We have an average of 150
births per month. We issue birth
certificates that the parents authenticate with the local mayor but
unfortunately they cannot go further in the procedure of registering
the newborn with the Lebanese
civil authorities,” says Dr Kassem
al-Zein, a Syrian doctor at a field
hospital set up in Arsal in 2014 to
care for refugees.
In Egypt, the estimated 132,000
Syrian refugees have failed to
register newborns at the Syr-

ian embassy in Cairo for various
reasons, including financial and
political.
“Registration fee costs $100.
This will increase to $600 if the
passports of the parents are invalid. The problem is that the vast
majority of Syrian refugees cannot afford to pay,” said Arkan Abul
Kheir, a Syrian refugee in Egypt.
“The other thing is that most of
the Syrians living here are wanted
by Syrian security agencies. This
means that, if they go to the embassy, they can be arrested and
repatriated,” added Abul Kheir,
whose wife gave birth to their third
son in January.
“I only got a birth certificate
from the hospital where my wife
gave birth and an authentication of
this certificate from the (Egyptian)
Foreign Ministry. When he grows
up, my son will not have either a
passport or an identity card… The
problem is that I cannot enlist him

in school without a valid passport.
I do not know what to do,” said
Abul Kheir, a refugee in his 50s
who is wanted by Syrian authorities.
Although the process of registering Syrian refugee newborns appears more organised in Jordan,
government and UN officials say
there’s a margin of at least 5% of
Syrian babies who are unregistered. The reasons include lack of
proper documentation or inability
to commute to registration centres
in urban areas from outlying villages across the country.
Jordan says it hosts 1.3 million
Syrian refugees counted in a recent
census whose details are yet to be
announced. Of the total, 635,324
are registered with UNHCR.
Under the process, backed by
UNHCR, Jordan eased restrictions
on Syrian baby registration and set
up offices specifically designated
for that purpose.

As refugee crisis lingers, Jordan feels the pinch
Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

J

ordan is literally “breaking
bread” with the Syrian refugees it hosts, Prime Minister
Abdullah Ensour says.
The kingdom put its schools
and health clinics at the disposal of
the Syrians, who have been taking
jobs, which Jordanians complain
could be theirs. Social welfare agencies spend 55% of their $80 million
budget, which is usually disbursed
fully on Jordanians, on Syrian refugees.
The Syrians also stretched Jordan’s meagre resources so thin that
power outages have become frequent and water rationing more
stringent.
Local communities can barely
cope with the Syrian refugee influx.
In Mafraq, a town straddling the
northern Syrian border, many of the
85,000 residents complain that they
are a minority on their own turf. Mafraq’s Syrian refugee population has
swollen to 160,000.
Cash-strapped Jordan has spent
$6.6 billion on refugees since they
began to flow in at the start of the
Syrian crisis in March 2011.
Jordan says it received little international aid but no specific amount
is disclosed.
The extra spending, primarily on
a higher energy bill and the upkeep

of four Syrian refugee camps, hiked
Jordan’s budget deficit to unprecedented levels and sent the country
deep into debt.
Jordan’s deficit is estimated at
$2.5 billion, at least five times more
than the pre-2011 figures. Its foreign debt is estimated at $30 billion,
about triple the figure of 2010. And,
although unemployment was officially set at 13.8% in the last quarter

of 2015, unofficial estimates put it at
more than double.
“Today, we can see European
countries struggling to deal with
waves of asylum seekers, although
Jordan receives similar numbers to
the refugees arriving at some European nations in one, or two days,”
Jordanian Planning Minister Imad
Fakhoury said.
“The problems will grow more

costly as the refugee crisis lingers
on, unless the international community offered greater assistance,”
Fakhoury said ahead of a Syria donor conference in London.
In unusually blunt comments on
January 30th, Ensour insisted during a tour of a Jordan-based Syrian
refugee camp that it will be “very,
very difficult” to continue to absorb Syrian refugees unless Jordan

A boy at Zaatari refugee camp, near the Jordanian city of Mafraq, on January 18th.

receives significant international
economic aid and is granted easier
access for its exports to European
markets.
Pledges of some $9 billion were
being sought at the London conference for 2016 to alleviate the fallout
from the Syrian civil war. Jordan
wants the lion’s share.
The UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR), says there are
more than 635,000 Syrian refugees
registered in Jordan, the bulk of
them living in local communities
outside camps.
However, a recent census found
that the Syrian refugee population
was almost double at nearly 1.3
million. The number includes Syrians who arrived prior to the war in
search of jobs, according to statistics
department chief Qassem Zoubi.
The census, conducted in late
2015, said there were 9.5 million
people living in Jordan, including
6.6 million citizens and 2.9 million
foreigners, but details have yet to
be announced. Syrians made up the
largest group of foreigners but there
are also some 300,000 Iraqi refugees.
There was no figure available immediately for the number of Palestinian refugees and their descendants who fled or were forced out of
their homes in the 1967 Arab-Israeli
war. The United Nations says there
are nearly 2.1 million Palestinian refugees in Jordan, most of them with
full citizenship.
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Iranian surveillance drone targets a US carrier
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

I

ranian television has been
showcasing close-up and overhead images of a US Navy aircraft carrier in the Gulf taken
by a remotely piloted vehicle
(RPA) operated by the Islamic Republic of Iran Navy.
Rear Admiral Habibollah Sayyari,
the Iranian naval chief, described
the operation as an effort to acquire
“accurate footage of the combat
units of foreign forces” in the region
and praised the “bravery, experience and the scientific capabilities
of our drone operators” for getting
so close to the US warship.
Although Iranian media did not
name the US vessel and the US Navy
Fifth Fleet did not comment directly on the report, the USS Harry S.
Truman, a nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier, is deployed to the Gulf in
support of operations against the Islamic State (ISIS) and is believed to
have been the subject of the Iranian
surveillance. Media reports in Iran
added that a light submarine also
participated in the operation.

Iran is making clear
to the Americans
that its underlying
strategic calculus
essentially remains
unchanged.
US Navy Commander Kevin
Stephens, a spokesman for the US
Fifth Fleet, suggested the incident
took place on January 12th — the
same day Iran detained ten US sailors whose boats had entered Iranian territorial waters. The US carrier
was not conducting flights at the
time so operations were unaffected

but admitted that takeoffs and landings would otherwise have been
disrupted.
The US Navy said it decided
against firing on the drone once
the RPA was deemed to be no immediate threat. Stephens, however,
called the activity “abnormal and
unprofessional” adding that US naval forces stand ready to “respond
appropriately as the situation dictates and will exercise our right
to defend our forces against any
threat”.
Iranian reports suggested the incident took place on January 29th,
towards the end of week-long naval
drills conducted by Iran in an area
that included parts of the Strait of
Hormuz, the Gulf of Oman and the
Indian Ocean.
Iranian forces said they successfully fired Noor anti-ship cruise
missiles against mock targets during the drills. The Noor is the same
weapon believed to have been used
by Hezbollah in 2006 to hit the Israeli corvette INS Hanit.
The latest incident follows January’s release of video footage by the
US Navy showing small craft, purportedly Iranian, firing unguided
rockets in close proximity to US and
French military vessels transiting
the Strait of Hormuz, in an incident
that was described as “highly provocative” by the Americans.
Since then, the United States
has imposed unilateral sanctions
against the Iranian ballistic missile
programme just as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA)
lifted much wider nuclear-related
international sanctions against Iran.
In October 2015, Iran had conducted a test launch of the liquid-fuel
Emad intermediate-range ballistic
missile in apparent violation of a UN
resolution.
Despite seemingly improving diplomatic relations with the United

A file picture shows the aircraft carrier USS Harry S. Truman transiting the Strait of Hormuz.
States, the security establishment
in Iran perceives its primary military threat coming from the Americans. Although some elements of
the Iranian political leadership may
be more open to détente with the
United States, the Iranian security
establishment mistrusts US intentions.
Although such any confrontation
is unlikely under the Obama administration, with an agreement on the
nuclear programme in place, Tehran worries that the United States
plans to target its ballistic missile
programme either as a ploy to disarm the country or as a way to jeopardise the JCPOA — and again isolate Iran.

Iran regularly tests the tolerance
of US Navy in the Gulf, which can be
hazardous if either side miscalculates the motives of low-level skirmishes Tehran tends to initiate. The
latest incident, however, was more
intrusive than usual because it involved overt intelligence-gathering
from the air and the United States
would not have immediately known
the sort of mission the RPA was supporting.
Iran is making clear to the Americans that its underlying strategic
calculus essentially remains unchanged. Iran will want to ensure
that the swift release of US sailors
detained days before international
sanctions against Iran were lifted,

is interpreted as a one-off gesture
rather than a policy change.
Iran may also want to use these
sorts of measured provocations as
part of a response to the unilateral
sanctions imposed by the United
States against its ballistic missile
programme.
This incident seems to have been
intended more for the domestic audience in Iran than the American
leadership. The security establishment in Iran wants to preserve its
own interests, which are served,
in part, by rivalry with the United
States — and in part by a showcasing
of high-tech capabilities that glorify
a well-resourced security establishment.

Farewell to moderation in Iran

View poi nt

Ali Alfoneh

O

n the face of it, the
July 14th landmark
agreement, known as
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of
Action, reached in
Vienna between Iran and the
P5+1, served the purpose of
solving the crisis over Tehran’s
contentious nuclear programme.
However, for the world powers,
and in particular for US President
Barack Obama, the nuclear deal
served the more profound purpose
of strengthening the “moderates”
in Iran in the hope of transforming the Islamic Republic into a
responsible regional power in the
Middle East.
“It is possible that if we sign
this nuclear deal, we strengthen
the hand of those more moderate forces inside of Iran,” Obama
said in an interview with National
Public Radio on April 7th.
Almost a year later, there is no
sign of the nuclear deal strengthening the “more moderate forces”
in Iran. If anything, the nuclear
deal seems to have strengthened
the most radical elements in Iran
and has encouraged a more radical
behaviour by the Islamic Republic.
In the run-up to the February
26th elections for the 290-seat
parliament, and the 88-member
Assembly of Experts, the body
that will appoint the successor of
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei as Iran’s
supreme leader, the watchdog
Guardian Council is systematically

Almost a year later, there
is no sign of the nuclear
deal strengthening the
“more moderate forces”
in Iran.

disqualifying candidates who are
political allies of Iranian President
Hassan Rohani, seen in the West as
a reformer.
Iran’s reformist parties complain
that only 30 out of 3,000 reformist
would-be candidates put forward
for the parliamentary elections
were approved by the Guardian
Council. Even Hojjat al-Eslam
Hassan Khomeini, grandson of the
founder of the Islamic Republic and
who is close to Rohani’s circle, was
reportedly disqualified and will not
be on the ballot.
Simultaneously, the Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC)
is stepping up its deployment
of forces in Syria and continues
supporting its allies in war-torn
Yemen.
In the coming months it will be
possible to assess how much of the
Islamic Republic’s frozen assets
under international sanctions will
find their way to support the IRGC’s
most prized proxy, Lebanon’s Hezbollah, along with supporting the
reviled regime of Syrian President

Bashar Assad in Syria and the Shia
Houthi rebels in Yemen.
Apart from this, the IRGC also
orchestrated attacks against the
Saudi diplomatic missions in Tehran and the holy city of Mashhad
in north-eastern Iran on January
2nd and humiliated the United
States by detaining ten US sailors
on January 12th. Footage emerged
showing the detainees on their
knees with their hands over their
heads in abject surrender, another
taunt directed at the United States,
still known as “the Great Satan” as
Khomeini dubbed it.
Khamenei clearly approves of
the weakening of the so-called
moderates and strengthening of
the radicals. Addressing election
officials on January 20th, he defended the mass disqualification of
candidates by emphasising: “I have
said, and I say it again: Even those
who do not support the regime
should participate in elections and
vote but [I’m not saying] those who
do not support the regime should
be elected to parliament.”

Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei awarding a
medal to to the head of the navy of the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps for the capture of two US Navy boats which had
entered Iranian waters in January.

In summary,
the nuclear
deal
strengthened
the radicals
and
weakened
the
moderates.

In the same address Khamenei
distanced himself — albeit halfheartedly — from the attacks on the
Saudi diplomatic missions in Iran
and the 2011 seizure of the British
embassy building. “A bad deed,”
the ayatollah said, while singing the
praises of the “revolutionary youth
of Iran”.
A few days later, on January
25th, Khamenei showered praise
upon members of the Revolutionary Guards Navy who had detained
the American sailors and delivered
a veiled criticism of Rohani. The
supreme leader urged the government to “show similar vigilance as
the Revolutionary Guards when
encountering attempts at the political infiltration of Iran”.
In summary, the nuclear deal
strengthened the radicals and
weakened the moderates. But how
could Obama have been so badly
wrong in predicting the post-July
14 developments in Iran?
And how come the Islamic
Republic, which had accepted the
landmark nuclear deal, continued
to attack and seize diplomatic missions, which had in the past led to
the international isolation?
The answer is as simple as it is
profound: Obama underestimated
the revolutionary nature of the regime in Tehran and overestimated
the will and ability of the Iranian
state to behave as a responsible
regional power.
Khamenei, on the other hand,
pursues the dual and sometimes
conflicting objectives of securing
the survival of the Iranian state,
while simultaneously securing the
survival of the revolution, which to
the clerical regime in Tehran is the
very spirit of the Islamic Republic.
Ali Alfoneh is a specialist on Iran
and the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps. He is a senior fellow
at the Foundation for Defense of
Democracies in Washington.
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Turks wonder if they are at war with Russia
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

S

harp divisions between Turkey and Russia over Syria
are escalating following
Turkish complaints about a
new air incursion by a Russian jet and revelations that a Turkish national accused of killing a Russian pilot can move freely in and out
of Syria.
The government in Ankara said
a Russian SU-34 warplane operating over northern Syria entered
Turkish airspace on January 29th
despite several warnings. No shots
were fired, unlike an incident last
November in which Turkish fighter
jets downed a Russian aircraft on
the Turkish-Syrian border. One of
the two pilots was killed after he had
ejected from the plane.
Moscow dismissed claims of an
incursion as propaganda but Ankara
sent additional planes to the border
and gave its pilots permission to attack foreign warplanes in Turkish
airspace without first checking with
the military leadership, according to
news reports. The United States and
NATO called on Russia to respect
Turkish airspace.

After the latest
alleged Russian
incursion, signs are
that matters are
likely to get worse.
Turkey’s leadership sent stern
messages to Moscow. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan warned
Russia would have to bear the consequences if air incursions continued. Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu accused Russia of helping the
jihadist Islamic State (ISIS) by attacking moderate opposition groups
in Syria. He also said Russian air
strikes in northern Syria were forc-

ing additional refugees across the
border into Turkey.
“We are warning Russia one
more time,” Davutoglu said during
a late January visit to Saudi Arabia.
“Weakening the Syrian opposition
and constant threats are not in Russia’s interest.”
Russia entered the war in September 2015 to support Syrian
President Bashar Assad. Turkey is
backing opposition groups seeking
Assad’s removal from power. For a
long time, Ankara and Moscow put
conflicting interests aside to safeguard close political and economic
ties but the downing of the Russian
warplane in November threw the relationship into crisis.
Davutoglu, a former foreign minister and the architect of a Turkish
foreign policy that sees the country
as a regional leader, said Moscow’s
aims in Syria were not constricted
to helping Assad. Russia was trying
to regain influence in the Middle
East that it lost after the collapse of
the Soviet Union in the 1990s and
viewed Turkey’s plans for the region
as a stumbling block, he said.
“Two visions are clashing here,”
Davutoglu said in Saudi Arabia.
“Our vision of bringing the region
together with the help of economic
relations and their vision of splitting
up the region with the help of sectarian and ethnic confrontation.”
After the latest alleged Russian
incursion, signs are that matters are
likely to get worse. Erdogan publicly
asked for a meeting with Russian
President Vladimir Putin but reportedly did not receive a reply. The
news of the SU-34 entering Turkish airspace came as a Turkish man
wanted by Moscow for the killing of
its pilot after the November incident
boasted that he could travel between
Turkey and Syria as he pleased.
Alparslan Celik, son of a local
leader of the right-wing Nationalist Action Party (MHP), an opposition group with 40 lawmakers in
Ankara’s parliament, attended the
funeral of a party member who had

The Russian Navy’s landing ship Minsk (background) sets sail in the Bosphorus, on its way to the
Black Sea, on February 1st.
been killed in Syria while fighting
with the Turkmen, an ethnic group
in northern Syria with close links to
Turkey. Celik has also been fighting
alongside the Turkmen.
Russia says Celik was among
those who killed a Russian pilot
parachuting from the stricken plane
in November. Celik has publicly defended the killing, saying the pilot
had bombed Turkmen villages minutes before his plane was shot down.
At the funeral in Istanbul, Celik said
he frequently travelled to Syria to
fight. “I’m here for the funeral only,”
he said. “I am going back” to Syria.
The Turkmen region of northwestern Syria has been under attack
by Russian planes and Syrian government forces for months. Turkish authorities said more than 1,600
refugees entered Turkey in two days
in late January. News reports said
another 20,000 could be preparing
to cross the border.
Erdogan has accused Assad and

Russia of stepping up their offensive in the Turkmen region close to
the Turkish border as part of a wider
push to secure the area around the
port city of Latakia on the Mediterranean coast. Latakia, a stronghold
of the Alawite community to which
Assad belongs, was to form the core
of a “boutique state” in the event
that Syria broke up, Erdogan said.

Moscow dismissed
claims of an
incursion as
propaganda but
Ankara sent
additional planes.
Syrian Turkmen National Movement Party Vice-Chairman Tarik
Sulo Cevizci said recent attacks by
Syrian troops and Russian aircraft
around Mount Turkmen on the
Turkish border were supposed to
strengthen the government’s posi-

tion at peace talks in Geneva.
“This place is of strategic importance,” Cevizci said. “If no solution
comes out of the Geneva talks and if
everybody starts to create their own
state, Assad wants to put the Mount
Turkmen area within the borders of
the Nusayri state he wants to form,”
he added, using another term for
Alawite.
With Turkish-Russian tensions
climbing, some Turks wonder
whether their country is sliding towards an open confrontation with
Moscow.
“At this point, my country runs
the risk of entering an open war if
it continues to support confrontations in Syria,” columnist Nuray
Mert wrote in the English-language
newspaper Hurriyet Daily News.
“We should know whether we are at
war with Russia.”
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Istanbul.

The geopolitical gamesmanship of Syria war
Oubai Shahbandar

Dubai

T

he delicate geopolitical
tango between Turkish
President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan and Russian
President Vladimir Putin
in Syria is both an extension of historical rivalry and a fundamental
clash of world views.
As Turkey accuses Russia of another violation of its airspace with
ground-attack aircraft, Russia is
refurbishing and expanding airbases — one in Latakia and another in
Hasakah — in northern Syria mere
kilometres from the Turkish border. The prospects for even more
serious clashes between Turkey
and Russia have never been higher.
Putin believes that Russia’s nearabroad is threatened by NATO and
an aggressive US policy to surround
and constrain Russia and its strategic allies. Conversely, Erdogan sees
a Moscow that increasingly echoes
historical imperial ambitions as it
looked to expand beyond the Caucasus and the Black Sea into areas
considered by the Turks to be their
traditional sphere of influence.
A mere seven years earlier, Erdogan was personally heavily invested in pulling Syrian President
Bashar Assad into the Turkish orbit
and made major strides in expanding trade and political engagement
between Turkey and Syria. Turkey’s foreign policy in the Middle
East was not geared towards necessarily constraining or competing with either Iran or Russia but
became increasingly strained with
Iran’s hegemonic ambitions in Iraq
and Iraqi Kurdistan and, by 2011, in
Syria.

Turkey faces a unique conundrum with its support for anti-Assad Sunni rebels as Russia expands
its presence on the ground backing
Assad’s forces.
At a time when both Islamic
State (ISIS) and Kurdish separatists
are launching terror strikes within
its borders, the prospect of further
entanglement with a Russia eager
to flex its newly outfitted military
is leaving many officials in Ankara
on edge.
With the recent revelation of a
secret basing-rights agreement between Assad and Putin that gave
Russians troops and personnel special exemptions and extraterritorial immunities from regime state
authorities, Russia enjoys almost
total freedom of manoeuvre in areas under nominal regime control.
Assad’s extraordinary dependency
on Russian logistical, intelligence
and materiel support has arguably
turned Damascus into an auxiliary
vassal-type of Moscow.

But it was just a year before the
Syrian uprising in 2011, when political and military analysts were
heralding the new era of strategic
cooperation between Ankara and
Damascus. Erdogan did not totally
break ties with Assad until August
after investing significant effort to
convince the Syrian president to
enact sensible limited reforms and
to halt violence aimed at the unarmed protesters filling the streets
from Deraa to Deir ez-Zor. Erdogan
felt betrayed as Assad reneged on
the purported commitments he
made.
No one can say with absolute
certainty why Assad opted to spurn
Erdogan’s entreaties. Economically
and strategically speaking, Assad
would have been much wiser to entrench bilateral bonds with Ankara
and Gulf Arab states. Saudi Arabia
and the other Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) members invested
heavily to draw Assad away from
Iranian influence. Assad, however,

chose to believe his own propaganda that the uprising was not a
by-product of his regime’s incompetence and misrule but was a result of a concerted Turkish and Gulf
conspiracy.
Indeed, within the first few
months of the uprising’s civil resistance phase, pro-Assad politicians
and media outlets were deriding
Turkey’s “neo-Ottoman” designs
over Syria. Russian state media and
Kremlin insiders likewise argued
that the uprising in Syria was an extension of long-standing US backed
“colour revolution” strategy to
destabilise states that Russia considered as falling under its clientele
umbrella.
Just as Putin fears an expansionist NATO, he clearly views Turkish
aims in Syria to be mutually exclusive with Moscow’s expanded
ambitions in the region. Turkey’s
alignment on its Syria policy as part
of its new-found rapprochement
with the GCC and Saudi Arabia
presents a formidable threat to the
Russian backed axis.

Just as Putin fears an
expansionist NATO,
he clearly views
Turkish aims in
Syria to be mutually
exclusive.
The recent statement by the
Turkish and Saudi foreign ministers
on their respective commitment to
the Syrian opposition signalled that
Russia’s aggressive expansion of its
military presence and flaunting of
firepower in Syria will face a determined counter-force.
The military competition for
Syria between all sides has one
wild card that could dramatically

alter the current course: the United
States.
Neither the Turks nor allied Arab
states have succeeded in convincing the United States to enhance its
involvement in Syria. The Obama
White House has vetoed establishing safe zones and limited no-fly
zones for fear of directly clashing
with Russia. Expanding the quality
and quantity of military aid to the
rebels has likewise faced trepidation from a Washington that sees
little national security benefit in
directly confronting Iranian and Assad forces.
The United States views Syria
from a narrow aperture. Countering
ISIS is the main effort. But the United States would do well to explore
the strategic benefits of pushing the
Syrian Democratic Forces coalition
it is backing to align and cooperate
with Sunni rebel forces operating in
Aleppo.
Assad will continue to attempt
to triangulate the Kurdish self-defence forces as a means to thwart
Turkish interests and to place
pressure on Sunni rebels. The Russians are also doing their part to
co-opt Syrian Kurdish fighters as
they expand their presence in the
regime-controlled airbase outside
the predominately Kurdish town of
Qamishli in the north-east.
The intricate dance for Syria continues. Assad believes that he has
outsmarted the Americans, Turkey,
Saudi Arabia and company.
Or, perhaps in a case of being
overly clever by half, Assad may just
very well find himself overly reliant
on Russian-Iranian commitments
that may not prove sustainable.
Oubai Shahbandar is a former US
Defense Department analyst. He is
a private strategic consultant.
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Buffalo, New York

Syrian refugees ready to help rebuild US towns
Special Arab Weekly correspondent

Buffalo, New York

A

hmed Salam was one of
the first refugees from
Syria’s brutal civil war to
reach Buffalo, a midsize
city in upstate New York.
Despite a national furore about the
possibility of jihadists sneaking into
the United States, he praises Americans for a warm welcome.
“I have not had problems with
anybody. When I tell people I’m
a refugee, they smile at my face,”
said Salam, whose name has been
changed to protect his identity.
“The only concern that we have is
that somebody treats us without
dignity. We want to live in peace in
our country or anywhere else.”
Salam and his family reached the
United States in February 2015 after
passing rigorous security checks.
Fighting in Syria’s civil war forced
them to abandon their home in

Homs and then their refuge in a
suburb of Damascus.
More Syrians will follow, in line
with US President Barack Obama’s
decision to increase the annual US
refugee intake to 85,000. Some
alarmists warn that militants will
slip into the country as refugees and
launch terror attacks.
After the attacks in Paris and San
Bernardino, California, businessman Donald Trump, a front runner
for the Republican nomination for
president, called for a ban on Muslims entering the United States. US
Senator Ted Cruz, R-Texas, also
seeking the Republican nomination, said refugees from “high-risk
countries” should be sent back
home.
Rhetoric from the campaign trail
has not been matched by Salam’s
experience in Buffalo. He gets free
rent, a monthly welfare check and
his three children attend school. He
gets free English lessons and will
start looking for a job soon, he said.
“We love work, Syrians,” Salam

said. “The Syrians, when they move
to Egypt or Turkey, they start businesses, they help the economies to
grow in those countries.”
This helps explain why Syrians
and other refugees were warmly received in Buffalo.

Some Buffalo
residents say the
newcomers provide
positive change for
the city.
The city was once an industrial
and trading powerhouse of the US
north-east but economic shifts saw
it fall into decline. Its peak population of 580,000 in the 1950s has
sunk to 259,000 as factories closed
in the region known as the “rust
belt”.
US refugee agencies target cities
such as Buffalo for their relatively
cheap rent. The Buffalo area received 1,380 of the 4,085 refugees —
mostly from Iraq, Somalia, Bhutan,

Myanmar and Congo — to settle in
New York state in 2014.
Some Buffalo residents say the
newcomers provide positive change
for the city. The West Side neighbourhood of the city, where many
refugees live, was once a jumble of
dilapidated homes and streets frequented by drug dealers and prostitutes.
“It was a situation of high unemployment, low incomes, economic
stress and related problems, drug
use and delinquency,” said West
Side resident Tim Tielman. “Some
streets were no-go zones for my
children after dark in the ‘80s.
That’s not the case today.”
The newcomers have revamped
crumbling properties and opened
mobile phone stores, exotic supermarkets and eateries, giving locals
a chance to sample everything from
Ethiopian flatbread to fermented
Burmese seafood.
According to a 2013 report by the
Fiscal Policy Institute and the Council of the Americas called Bringing

Vitality to Main Street, more than
16% of High Street businesses in Buffalo are owned by entrepreneurs
from overseas.
Not everyone agrees that refugees
are good for Buffalo. Erie County
lawmaker Joseph Lorigo warned
of “the risk to our community” of
Syrians. The area had a brush with
Islamist militancy in 2002, when
the so-called Lackawanna Six were
arrested for attending an al-Qaeda
training camp.
For Suad Obsiye, 51, there have
been hiccups along the way but Buffalo is working out. She fled her native Somalia in the 1990s. Despite
rhetoric from some politicians, upstate New York is a good place to call
home, she said.
“Buffalo city is a place of refuge.
Many refugees are successful economically and create jobs,” Obsiye
said. “Politicians will say anything
to get elected. But why criticise a
whole community of people? Muslims in America are taxpayers and
serve in the military.”

Red doors and red wristbands: The lot of a UK asylum seeker
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

A

sylum seekers have said
that they are being singled out in the United
Kingdom, being obliged
to wear red wristbands
and live behind red doors, preventing effective integration and opening them up to abuse from the local
community.
British media recently reported that asylum seekers in Cardiff, Wales, were obliged to wear
brightly coloured wristbands to receive food and shelter. The policy,
enforced by Clearsprings Ready
Homes, a private firm contracted
by the British Home Office, received criticism and comparisons
to apartheid in South Africa or Nazi
Germany.
Eric Ngalle, 36, who spent a
month in Cardiff, said the policy
opened asylum seekers like him to
abuse. Speaking to the Guardian
newspaper, he said: “Sometimes
drivers would see our wristbands,
start honking their horns and shout
out of the window, ‘Go back to your
country.’ Some people made terrible remarks to us.”
“If you take off the wristband you
can’t reseal it back onto your wrist
so if you want to eat you have to
wear it all the time,” he said, comparing the wristband to “garments
of an outcast”.
Clearsprings Ready Homes later
said that it would discontinue the
practice and issue ID cards to identify asylum seekers eligible for services.
A similar controversy was uncovered in the North Yorkshire town
of Middlesbrough, after it was
learned that doors of houses of asy-

A house with a painted red door is seen on a terraced street in the Gresham area of Middlesbrough.
lum seekers were painted red, singling them out for abuse from the
local community, including reports
of attacks and graffiti.

Doors of houses of
asylum seekers were
painted red, singling
them out for abuse
from the local
community.
Asha Perera, an asylum seeker
living in a red door house with his
wife and two children, confirmed
that the doors’ colours single them
out. He told Britain’s Independent

newspaper: “Everybody knows the
asylum seekers in this area have
red doors.”
“They shout, they knock on the
door and they throw stones at the
windows. It happens every night,”
he said.
The red door policy was enacted
by G4S, another private company
contracted by the Home Office,
and its subcontractor Jomast. G4S
denied that doors were painted red
on purpose amid a government enquiry but has said it would repaint
doors as a “precaution”.
G4S Managing Director John
Whitwam told parliament that of
298 houses in Middlesbrough accommodating asylum seekers, 175

(59%) had red doors. The government is investigating whether similar policies are in place elsewhere
in the country.
These policies have raised questions regarding how the British
government is dealing with migrants at a time when Prime Minister David Cameron has come under
criticism for his “dehumanising”
discourse about migrants and the
social and media response to the
growing number of people entering
the United Kingdom has become
increasingly hostile.
Refugee Council Policy Manager
Judith Dennis told The Arab Weekly: “Much of the UK government’s
treatment of asylum seekers and

refugees is based on political and
administrative convenience, rather
than the principle that these are
vulnerable people in need of protection.
“It’s totally unacceptable that
ill-thought-through policies have
resulted in people being identified
and abused.
“It’s vital the government places
the protection of asylum seekers
and refugees at the heart of its policy making. Equally, it must send a
clear message that hate crimes of
any kind will not be tolerated, and
the perpetrators will be punished.”
Asylum Aid, which provides legal representation for people seeking asylum in the United Kingdom,
said that the government must do
more to protect asylum seekers
from abuse.
“Many of the men, women and
children affected by these policies are fleeing persecution and,
in some cases torture, perpetrated
on them because of their identity,
their ethnicity, religion or sexuality for example, so the fact that
they are being marked out as other
and attacked again in the country
where they are supposed to be safe
is totally unacceptable,” Asylum
Aid Communications Officer Zoe
Gardner said.
Gardner portrayed the media
furore over the red doors and red
wristbands as part of a greater
whole. “The real issue is one of rising rates of hate crime in this country.
It seems to us to be no coincidence that reported rates of hate
crime have risen by 18% in the
last year, at the same time as the
rhetoric surrounding refugees and
asylum seekers, especially those of
a Muslim background, has deteriorated so irresponsibly in the public
conversation,” she said.
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A daughter of Damascus and her quest for
cultural diplomacy
Gareth Smyth

Beirut

N

adia von Maltzahn’s
book The Syria-Iran
Axis, recently released
in paperback, has gained
relevance in the three
years since it was first published.
Her research into cultural diplomacy between the Islamic Republic
and Ba’athist Syria — dubbed “the
odd couple” by Israeli academic Yair
Hirschfeld — offers insights into an
enduring alliance. Different readers
will draw different conclusions.
“Things have become much more
polarised since I finalised the manuscript in 2012, although the nature
of Syrian-Iranian cultural diplomacy hasn’t actually changed,” said
von Maltzahn, a research associate
at the Orient-Institut Beirut.

Syria’s most visited
Shia shrine is
Sayyida Zaynab, in
south-west
Damascus.
“I decided not to write a new introduction for the paperback edition because I think the book gives
a good idea about the nature of the
relationship without needing to be
explicit.”
Cultural diplomacy was defined
by Joseph Nye, an American political science professor, as a means
for governments “to communicate
with and attract the publics of other countries”. Von Maltzahn, who
was born in Damascus and studied Arabic literature and history at
Cambridge University, was attracted
to exploring cultural diplomacy between Iran and Syria while studying
Arabic in Damascus in 2003-04.
Living behind the Umayyad
mosque, near the shrine of Sayyida
Ruqayya, daughter of Imam Hus-

sein, von Maltzahn was soon struck
by the number of Iranian pilgrims
and more slowly by their limited interaction with Syrians.
When her father became Germany’s ambassador in Iran in 2003,
von Maltzahn went to visit. Being
in Tehran drew her further into the
Syria-Iran relationship, which became the subject of her doctoral
thesis at St Antony’s College, Oxford, researched in both countries.
Cultural relations between Iran
and Syria date to a 1953 treaty when
they depended on what von Maltzahn calls “enthused individuals”
and were restricted by the shah’s
worries over Pan-Arabism. Especially after Hafez Assad seized power
in a 1971 military coup in Syria, she
writes in the book: “Syrian foreign
policy was more concerned with
hard power than propagating ideas.”
With the establishment of the
Islamic Republic in 1979, Iran’s
policy towards Syria was based not
on seeking close ties with the main
Sunni Islamist group, the Muslim
Brotherhood, but with a state led by
the avowedly “secular” Ba’ath party.
Assad already had links with Iran’s
revolutionaries, partly through
Lebanese cleric Musa al-Sadr, who
in 1973 had judged the Alawite to
be Shia — so helping legitimise Assad, an Alawite, in a presidency reserved for Muslims. Assad shared
the Islamic Republic’s antipathy to
Saddam Hussein, who invaded Iran
in 1980, while both sides stressed
support for the Palestinians.
These factors were more important for the alliance than any relationship between mainly Shia Iran
and the Alawites, who make up
about 12% of the Syrian population.
Iran opened a cultural centre in Damascus in 1983, first in Mazzeh close
to the embassy, and later, writes von
Maltzahn, “right next to Martyr
Square and in walking distance to
the shrines of Sayyida Ruqayya and
the Umayyad Mosque… [where its]
central location makes it very accessible to anyone”.

Nadia von Maltzahn, visiting Sayida Zaynab in 2008.
The centre encouraged Syrians to
learn about “Islamic Iran”. Its journal, Islamic Culture, published in
1985-2006, covered law, philosophy,
poetry and literature and “women
and family affairs”. The centre has
organised cultural weeks, film festivals and conferences.
The centre also promoted Persian,
cooperating with state universities
in Damascus, Aleppo, Latakia and
Homs. During her research, von
Maltzahn interviewed Muhammad
al-Tounji, who studied in Tehran
and, until retirement in the 1990s,
taught Arabic literature and Persian
in Damascus and Aleppo.
Tounji became disillusioned after 1979, she writes, because “in
his view it soon emerged… that the
Islamic Republic wanted to teach
Persian not to those who liked literature but to those who had an inclination to Shi’ism”.
Compared to Iran, Syria has

shown little desire to propagate its
culture abroad, while Iranians already commonly studied Arabic.
The Syrian-Arab culture centre in
Tehran did not open until 2005.
“Arab nationalism was at the roots
of Syrian policy,” writes von Maltzahn. “Promoting one’s national
culture abroad would act against
this particular Pan-Arab vision… the
Syrian cultural centres focused on
the themes of resistance and antiimperialism.”
The most popular aspect of the
relationship remained Iranian religious tourism: 330,000 of 360,000
Iranians visiting Syria in 2008 were
such tourists. But these pilgrims,
writes von Maltzahn, “created an
impression among Syrians that all
Iranians were… religious, of modest background and conservative,
which did not persuade many Syrians to visit Iran.”
Syria’s most visited Shia shrine is

Sayyida Zaynab, in south-west Damascus, but there are many others,
some of which Iran renovated, often in a distinct style. Among them
were two in Raqqa destroyed in 2014
by the Islamic State.
Again, readers may draw their
own conclusions. “Of course, issues
such as student exchange and religious tourism might seem irrelevant
in the face of all the destruction and
suffering experienced in Syria today,” said von Maltzahn, “but they
give us a good idea about the longterm relationship.”
The Syria-Iran Axis: Cultural Diplomacy and International Relations
in the Middle East, by Nadia von
Maltzahn, IB Tauris, 272 pages, $24.
Gareth Smyth has covered Middle
Eastern affairs for 20 years and
was chief correspondent for the
Financial Times in Iran from
2003-07.

Real US-Iran rapprochement still far away

View poi nt

Gregory
Aftandilian

T

he official implementation of the Iran
nuclear deal raised
speculation that
relations between the
United States and Iran
might enter a new and more
promising stage. However,
differences over terrorism,
missiles and proxy wars, as well
as political attitudes in both
countries, are likely to block true
reconciliation.
On January 16th, the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) announced that Iran had
curbed its nuclear programme
enough for the international community to begin lifting economic
sanctions, as stipulated in the
nuclear deal signed by the P5+1
countries and Iran in July 2015.
US Secretary of State John
Kerry hailed the occasion as “the
moment that the Iran nuclear
agreement transitions from an
ambitious set of promises on paper
to measurable action in progress”.
The news that Iran had met its
timetable on reducing and dismantling parts of its nuclear infrastructure was overshadowed in part by

Even Kerry acknowledged on
January 21st that some of this
money might be used to fund
terrorist activities.

the announcement of a prisoner
swap between Tehran and Washington in which five Americans
were exchanged for seven Iranians.
The prisoner release in particular led to speculation that the
nuclear deal would lead to a real
lessening of long-standing bilateral
tensions and that Washington and
Tehran would enter a new chapter
in their troubled relations.
But soon after the American
prisoners had left Iran, US President Barack Obama slapped additional sanctions on Tehran for
conducting missile tests in October
2015 that had raised the ire of the
US Congress, both Republicans
and Democrats alike. Although the
sanctions were not onerous — they
targeted a few individuals and
companies involved in Iran’s missile programme — they provoked
an angry response from Iranian
officials.
In a televised address, Obama,
while hailing the nuclear deal
and the release of the Americans,
cautioned that Washington still
had problems with Iran’s “destabilising activities” in the Middle East.
Nonetheless, he ended his remarks
by appealing directly to Iranian
young people by saying “you…
have the opportunity to build new
ties with the world. We have a rare
chance to pursue a new path.”
It is precisely the potential for
a “new path” that has worried Iranian hardliners the most. Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
knowing that most of Iran’s youth
want to reach out to the West, is
concerned about “corrupting”

influences on the nation’s younger
population.
Khamenei, while welcoming the
lifting of sanctions against Iran that
were related to the nuclear programme, said in a letter to Iranian
President Hassan Rohani that Iran
needed to “guard against deceit
and violations of arrogant states,
particularly the United States”.
In another sign that the hardliners are digging in their heels,
Iran’s Council of Guardians, which
is responsible for vetting political
candidates, disqualified about 40%
of the 12,000 candidates wishing
to run for parliamentary elections
scheduled for February 26th. The
vast majority of those disqualified
are considered part of the reformist
camp, which prompted Rohani to
criticise the vetting process.
Hence, while Iran will continue
to cooperate with the United States
on some issues — such as the
remaining aspects of the nuclear
accord and attending talks on the
Syrian crisis — hardliners will do
their best to prevent a restoration
of relations.
On the US side, politicians of
both parties, while welcoming the
release of the American prisoners, continued to criticise Iran’s
behaviour. Republicans running
for president have emphasised that
the Americans detained in Iran
should never have been incarcerated in the first place and that the
windfall of cash that would soon
go Iran’s way with the lifting of
sanctions would enhance its ability to pursue terrorism and other
nefarious activities.

US-Iran
relations
will likely
remain
cool and
aloof with
occasional
episodes of
cooperation.

Even Kerry acknowledged on
January 21st that some of this money might be used to fund terrorist
activities, though he emphasised
that most of it would probably be
used to shore up Iran’s economy.
During the Democratic presidential debate on January 17th,
both Hillary Clinton and US Senator
Bernie Sanders, D-Vermont, were
asked whether the United States
should normalise relations with
Iran. Sanders, while saying the
United States should move “aggressively” on this front, added that he
disagrees with many of Iran’s policies and would not favour opening
the US embassy in Tehran. Clinton
was tougher, saying the release of
American prisoners was only “one
good day over 36 years”, talked
about Iran’s “bad behaviour,” and
emphasised that it was too soon to
normalise relations.
Therefore, it is unlikely that
Obama, or any of his potential successors, will soon move to restore
diplomatic relations with Iran even
if Tehran was receptive to such
a move. Although a Republican
president might be tougher on
Iran, it is unlikely such a president
would scuttle the nuclear deal,
as pragmatism would override
campaign rhetoric. Hence, US-Iran
relations will likely remain cool
and aloof with occasional episodes
of cooperation.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at the
University of MassachusettsLowell and is a former US State
Department Middle East analyst.
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Little impact
seen on Saudi
economy from US
Fed rate hike
Rob L. Wagner

Jeddah

A

s Saudi Arabia grapples with implementing radical measures to
boost its economy in
the wake of plunging oil
prices, economists cast a wary eye
to whether the US Federal Reserve’s
interest rate hike in December will
have an effect on the kingdom’s
economy.
The likely answer is it will have
little or no immediate impact on
the Saudi economy but that does
not mean there will not be fallout
by the end of 2016.
“Right now there will probably
not be a strong effect but we will
have to see what happens in the
second half of 2016,” said Turki H.
Fadaak, a research and advisory
manager for Albilad Investment
Company in Jeddah.

“The rate increase
will not affect local
consumption in a
great way because
the economy (in the
Gulf region) at this
stage is expanding.”
The Fed raised interest rates
0.25% in December, the first increase in nearly a decade. The
agency rejected an increase on
January 27th but has indicated that
there might be “gradual” increases
ahead.
The rate hike could play a role
in the Saudi economy because
the riyal is pegged to the US dollar

and Saudi banks traditionally follow Fed action with their own rate
hikes. In December, the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency increased its
reserve repurchase rate from 0.25%
to 0.5%, matching the Fed rate hike.
Fadaak said he was cautiously
optimistic the hike would have
minimal repercussions on the Saudi economy.
“Implementing the repurchase
by the monetary agency is just an
adjustment to go along with the
rate increase on the American dollar and will have no direct effect on
investments or attracting investments from foreigners,” Fadaak
said.
However, there is a ripple effect. The US dollar is exceptionally
strong with the euro losing about
1.1% of its value and the British
pound about 0.5% against the dollar since January 1st. A strong dollar, coupled with the rate hike, is
affecting US manufacturers exporting products, which have become
more expensive and thus more difficult to sell.
Ehsan M. Ahrari is adjunct research professor for the Strategic
Studies Institute, Army War College
in Pennsylvania and tracks Saudi
domestic policies. He said low oil
prices and a rising Fed rate may
force Saudi Arabia to choose between reducing oil output and removal of the riyal-dollar link, which
is an extreme long shot.
“First, (Saudi Arabia) might have
to at least trim oil production,” Ahrari said. “Second, it will have to
consider de-pegging the riyal from
the dollar. The latter option would
send shock waves through the
world economy and will also have
deleterious effects on the Saudi
economy. Trimming oil production

A Saudi man looks at the trading board at the Tadawul Saudi Stock Exchange, in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
appears most promising and least
harmful but I have doubts that the
Saudis would take that route.”
Ahrari said the problem was “the
decision to flood the oil market is
taken by Saudi Arabia to compete
with Iran, which is “devoid of economic rationality”.
In other words, a strong US dollar, a higher interest rate and low
oil prices could wreak havoc on the
economy of Gulf countries with
shrinking liquidity. If the cost of
funding loans by banks increases
due to this combination, then foreign and Saudi investors would
stay away because funding projects
would become cost-prohibitive.
Fadaak, however, said the economy region-wide was growing,
which reduces the threat.
“The rate increase will not affect
local consumption in a great way
because the economy (in the Gulf
region) at this stage is expanding

and there are no fears of a shortage
of liquidity or from the negative effects of decreased government
spending, especially in relation to
bank loans,” Fadaak said.
It is difficult to determine the role
Saudi Arabia plays in this scenario
but the timing is awkward as the
government embarks on its austerity programme to make up a 2016
budget deficit of about $97 billion,
about 15% of the country’s gross
domestic product (GDP). It has already raised gasoline and electricity prices, a sales tax is planned and
Riyadh is likely to privatise government hospitals.
Although Saudi Arabia is facing
new challenges in closing the budget deficit, it does have experience
in dealing with oil gluts. In 1986,
crude oil prices fell to less than
$10 per barrel — about $22 in 2016
dollars — due largely to reduced
demand. Initially the kingdom cut

production and tried to keep prices
up. By the mid-1980s, it reversed
and increased output while cutting
prices. The result was a slow but
steady recovery that lifted Saudi
Arabia out of debt.
Saudis are using a similar strategy today. “I believe the decreases in
oil prices were the main motives for
today’s economic reforms,” Fadaak
said.
Ahrari noted that the opposite
strategy is needed today. “Trimming oil production might push the
price of oil closer to $50 per barrel
but it will take a while,” he said. “I
am not certain whether the Saudis
would do that barring any political agreement with Iran to do the
same. However, it does not look
like there is any public move in that
direction from either side.”
Rob L. Wagner is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Saudi Arabia.
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Shale gas could solve Tunisia’s woes, oil CEO says
Lamine Ghanmi

T
Tunis

unisia, a minor
hydrocarbon
producer
situated
between
energy-rich
Algeria and
Libya, boasts
huge shale gas
potential that could help resolve
its economic problems, a senior
Tunisian oil executive said.
The country has to clear many
hurdles, including high corporate
taxes and a shaky security situation, to tap into its resources and
become a prosperous nation,
Director-General of British energy
company Petrofac Tunisia Imed
Derouiche said.
“The sole salvation of Tunisia
lies in the shale gas. Preliminary
estimates put Tunisia’s shale
gas reserves at 20 trillion cubic
feet, which are the equivalent of
20 times the country’s current
reserves,” said Derouiche, citing data from the International
Energy Agency (IEA) and US-based
Anadarko group, which have conducted hydrocarbon operations in
the region.
The reserves were found in
southern Tunisia’s portion of Ghadames basin, he said. The basin
stretches across Algeria, Tunisia
and Libya, which are all indepen-

dently conducting exploration
activities in the area. Some 700 exploratory wells have been drilled.
At least 150 oil pools with 9,500
million barrels of oil in place have
been discovered.
“The potential reserves of shale
gas in the Tunisian strip of Ghadames hold a value of $50 billion,
at the current prices of gas. That
wealth could bring about a huge
transformation of Tunisia, which
could be energy independent and
have a surplus to export,” Derouiche said.
Tunisia’s energy situation has
drastically changed in the last two
decades as consumption has risen
sharply and production from its
main ageing fields has dwindled.
Consumption nearly doubled
from 1992 to 2012, from 4,500 kilotonnes of oil equivalent (KTOE) to
8,500 KTOE and increased 6.2%
annually for a long period beginning in 1990. The rate of increase
has been about 3% in recent years.
Tunisia’s oil production dropped
from 120,000 barrels per day (bpd)
in 1980 to 40,000 bpd in 2015. Gas
output expanded from 570 million
cubic metres (mcm) in the early
1980s to 1,926 mcm, widening the
gap between domestic demand
and production to make the country a net energy importer.
The government has
strong political support to
tap the potential wealth,
despite noisy opposition
to the scheme. Derouiche,
a hydrocarbon engineer by

Tunisia’s oil
production
dropped from
120,000 barrels
per day (bpd) in
1980 to 40,000
bpd in 2015.

training and a Tunisian national,
dismissed opposition concerns
that shale gas exploration would
irremediably harm the environment and deplete water reservoirs,
which are needed for agriculture.
“Only 2% of the water table in
Ghadames can be tapped for shale
gas operations,” said Derouiche,
noting that a desalination plant in
the nearby coastal area of Zarzis
could provide the needed water
via pipeline.
As for northern Tunisia, Derouiche said he expected promising
potential in mountainous and maritime areas in Bizerte and Tabarka
(on the northern coast of Tunisia)
if authorities offered incentives,
such as trimming tax rates from
75% to 50% for oil and 50% to 30%
for gas.
Derouiche drew a grim picture
of the business climate that he said
discouraged investors from exploiting the oil and gas potential.
Protests by unemployed youth
disrupted Petrofac activities, causing it to lose more than 100 days of
business in the 2011-15 period.
As a result, its profit was truncated by $2.4 million annually to
finance salaries for unemployed
youth and other social schemes
to “win social peace” at its
business base in Kerkennah
island, where it runs Chergui gas field, which provides
12.5% of Tunisia’s gas needs.
The business and security climate in Tunisia after
the toppling of the Ben Ali

regime in 2011 created thorny security issues for foreign companies
operating in the country.
“With falling oil prices, some
energy companies operating in the
southern regions and deep in the
maritime zones are increasingly
finding their businesses not profitable as high taxes and security
costs weigh,” Derouiche said.
Derouiche said he is haunted
by security concerns. Tunisia was
rattled by three jihadist attacks in
2015, including a suicide bombing in Tunis of a bus that killed 12
members of the elite presidential
guard on November 24th.
“Our operations in Tunisia account for 1% of the whole company shares but it represents 99%
of the company’s problems,” he
added.
Petrofac has had a presence in
Tunisia since 2007, supporting
projects in its Integrated Energy
Services and Engineering Construction, Operations and Maintenance divisions.
Petrofac has executed a variety
of conceptual-FEED work and
completed the Hasdrubal gas plant
and has operations at the Chergui
gas field concession on Kerkennah.
L’Entreprise Tunisienne d’Activités
Pétrolières, the national oil
company of Tunisia, holds 55% of
the Chergui facility with Petrofac
controlling the other 45%.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
covered North Africa for decades.
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Morocco announces drought
emergency plan

Briefs
Dubai airport 2015
traffic up 10.7%

Saad Guerraoui

Dubai International Airport
remained the world’s busiest for
international passengers in 2015
with traffic growing 10.7%, boosted
by the addition of new airlines and
routes, the airport’s operator said.
Annual traffic increased to 78 million passengers from 70.5 million
in 2014.
The addition of 12 new passenger
destinations from Dubai International Airport lifted traffic through
the airport as local carriers Emirates
and flydubai expanded. Air Canada,
Germany’s Eurowings and China
Southern also began operating in
Dubai.
The airport operator is testing its
new $1.2 billion Concourse D, which
will accommodate foreign airlines
that now use Concourse C, giving
Emirates room to grow. Concourse
D is expected to start operating
soon.
Cargo volumes at Dubai International Airport grew 3.4% to 2.51
million tonnes in 2015 despite the
transfer of all pure cargo operations
to the new Dubai World Central
airport.

Casablanca

W

ith rainfall more
than 60% below average, damaging agriculture across the
country, Morocco
announced a $450 million drought
emergency plan.
The 2015-16 agricultural year has
been marked by drought since November. Dryland crop zones have
been particularly affected by the
rain deficit. The High Commission
for Planning (HCP) confirmed that
dry weather will have adverse effects on the Moroccan economy.
HCP forecast 1.3% economic growth
for 2016, halved from 2.6% in 2015.
The HCP said Morocco “expects
to live the dreaded tests of droughts
of 1995 and 2007, which led to a severe decline in agricultural value
added”.
“This year is very painful for
farmers. We are still hoping for
some rain to save our crops,” farmer Abdel Wahed Zemmouri said.
“It’s quite costly to pump water
from the well because I use gas,” he
sighed, praying for God’s mercy.
Water reserves behind dams are
dwindling. The situation seems
to be the worse in the regions of
Haouz, Souss-Massa and the south.
Moroccan dams are on average
at 60% capacity compared to 74%
in the same period in 2015. Water
reserves fell from 11.5 billion cubic metres (bcm) to 9.5 bcm in one
year.
Prayer sessions across the country have been held on the request
of Moroccan King Mohammed
VI but with rain still lacking, the
government decided to unveil the
emergency plan, which includes
supplying drinking water to remote
villages, protecting livestock and
plant resources and support solidarity agriculture.
“Maintaining balance in rural areas remains a major focus of public
policies and the series of actions
that will be undertaken,” said a

(Reuters)
A plantation between Mohammedia and Ben Slimane, 35km from Casablanca.
statement from the royal cabinet.
An additional $125 million will be
mobilised by the main mutual agricultural insurance plan in Morocco
to compensate farmers.

Moroccan dams are
on average at 60%
capacity compared
to 74% in the same
period in 2015.
This plan targets barley supplies,
with a target price of 20 US cents
per kilogram. The state will handle
the distribution of subsidised barley from 72 relay centres.
The National System of Identification and Animal Traceability
recently implemented by the Moroccan Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, will support cattle farm-

ers. Other actions to protect livestock involve construction of water
points in addition to an enhanced
vaccination programme as livestock vulnerability rises in times of
drought.
The irrigation of 93,000 hectares
of dryland plantations will be ensured.
Another measure consists in securing cereal seeds for the next
season thanks to a stock of 95,000
tonnes and a projected production
of 100,000 tonnes.
Agricultural insurance should
play an important role for affected
farmers. It covers more than 1 million hectares with a guaranteed
capital of more than $110 million.
Errquioui Abdel Ghani, who
owns 300 hectares of farmland in
Fquih Ben Saleh, said cereal crops
are bearing the brunt of the lack of

rain.
“The land is red because cereals
are not growing. The well we have
is mostly used for irrigating olive
trees, which are still growing,” he
said.
“I hope we will benefit from the
emergency plan because our costs
are soaring,” he said in reference to
water pumps that run non-stop on
diesel fuel.
Agriculture represents 14.6% of
Morocco’s gross domestic product
(GDP) and employs 75% of the rural workforce. The Green Morocco
Plan, launched in 2008 by King Mohammed VI, has helped increase
the agricultural GDP by 7.7% per
year, nearly $12 billion in 2015.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Investment-hungry Iran eyes Tokyo’s funds
Gareth Smyth

London

R

elations between Japan
and Iran are warming,
if not as fast as Tehran
would like. Much of the
visit of Japanese Foreign
Minister Fumio Kishida to Tehran
in October looked at possibilities
for economic cooperation, especially in energy, and invitations
have been extended for visits by
Iranian President Hassan Rohani
and Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe.
As Japan marked the 70th anniversary of the Hiroshima bombing on August 6th, US Secretary
of State John Kerry said the commemoration reinforced the importance of the July 14th agreement
with Iran in reducing “the possibility of more nuclear weapons”.
Washington wants Iran to follow
the Japanese example in developing a civilian nuclear programme
near the threshold for weapons but
operating under international constraints and a domestic consensus
against having a bomb. Four years
after the meltdown at Fukushima
prompted Japan to take its 54 reactors offline, the country recently
restarted a reactor on the island of
Kyushu under new, tighter safety
rules.
This was clearly of interest to Ali
Akbar Salehi, Iran’s atomic energy
chief and a vice-president, when

he visited Tokyo in November and
asked for Japanese assistance setting up an atomic safety centre in
Iran.
Before
Fukushima,
nuclear
power had supplied 27% of Japan’s
electricity, so stalling the nuclear
programme sent energy imports
and carbon emissions spiralling
upward. Charges for domestic and
business customers have risen 19%
and 29%, respectively.
A few days after Kerry’s speech,
therefore, Tokyo’s main item for its
most senior delegation in Tehran
in 14 years was oil. This also kicked
off talks, now gathering pace, on
increasing investment and trade.
These are aimed at reviving warm
ties with Iran that go back at least to
1953, when the Japanese tanker Nissho Maru defied a British blockade
imposed after Iran’s prime minister,
Mohammad Mossaddegh, nationalised the oil industry.
Iranians have long appreciated a
country that combines advanced
technology with retaining its cultural and social traditions. Way
before diplomatic relations were
established in 1929, many Iranians
admired Japan’s defeat of the European power, Russia, in the 1904-05
war.
More recently, during the 2003
parliamentary elections, fundamentalist conservatives — including Gholam-Ali Haddad-Adel, who
became parliamentary speaker —
made great play of wanting Iran to
become an “Islamic Japan”. They
argued that Iran could develop its

economy and technology, including
the nuclear programme, without
the social liberalisation favoured by
reformists.
Japan was skilful in balancing
economics and geopolitics. In 2003
it was Iran’s biggest market for
crude oil, taking 683,000 barrels
per day (bpd), despite its cornerstone foreign policy alliance with
the United States, which is crucial
both to balancing China and to containing North Korea’s missile and
nuclear programmes.

Iran also lacks
capital, as has been
reflected in its
struggle to develop
Azadegan.
But US pressure grew and, despite
its negligible hydrocarbon reserves,
Japan scaled back oil imports from
Iran to 313,000 bpd by 2011.
Just as seriously for Tehran, the
Japanese company Inpex dragged
its feet over a $2 billion agreement,
signed in 2004 against US objections, to develop Iran’s vast Azadegan oil field, the largest found in
Iran in the last 30 years. The delay
annoyed Tehran, which cut Inpex’s
share in 2006 from 75% to 10% before the company reluctantly withdrew in 2010.
The possible return of Inpex to
Azadegan has been floated.
Bijan Zanganeh, Iran’s oil minister, has said oil exports to Japan will
return to levels before the stringent

US and EU sanctions of 2012. This
is unlikely. Iranian exports to Japan fell from 313,000 bpd in 2011 to
173,000 bpd in the first half of this
year but, given current high global
production and keen competition
over terms between producers,
any increase will be gradual. Saudi
Arabia has also taken advantage of
Iran’s position, becoming Japan’s
main supplier with more than 1.1
million bpd.
Iran sees Japan not just as a
market for oil. Tehran’s desire to
increase non-oil trade from a low
annual figure of just $250 million
is focused on accessing Japan’s advanced technology.
Iran also lacks capital, as has been
reflected in its struggle to develop
Azadegan. In January 2015, the
government announced a planned
$15 billion, four-year investment
in oil fields in Khuzestan province
(which would include both north
and south Azadegan), but Tehran
has struggled for years to raise
capital domestically. In February,
Zanganeh, asking parliament for
$4.8 billion, described the state of
the oil industry as “catastrophic”
with the ministry without funds to
pay staff.
Whatever its energy dilemmas,
Japan has a record of high public and private-sector investment
that has helped make it the world’s
third-largest economy. Even a
small share of Tokyo’s foreign direct investment — at $119 billion in
2014, one of the world’s highest —
would be welcome in Tehran.

ATR signs $1.1
billion plane deal
with Iran
European manufacturer of turboprop aircraft ATR said it had signed
a $1.1 billion deal with Iran Air. ATR
is to provide the Iranian national
flag carrier with 20 ATR 72-600
planes, with options on another 20
planes.
“The deal marks the arrival of the
newest generation ATRs in Iran,
where the first aircraft have been
operating since 1992. This freshly
open market provides a strong
potential for the development and
expansion of domestic traffic and
routes,” ATR said in a statement.
ATR is co-owned by European
aircraft manufacturer Airbus and
Italian aerospace group Finmeccanica.
Before a nuclear deal with world
powers took effect, Iran’s aviation
industry was subject to a US embargo preventing Western manufacturers since 1995 from selling equipment and spare parts to the Islamic
republic.
(Agence France-Presse)

Kuwait projects
record deficit on
falling oil income
Kuwaiti officials projected a
record budget deficit for the fiscal
year starting April 1st due to sliding
oil prices, the Finance Ministry
said. The shortfall for the 2016-17
fiscal year is estimated at $38 billion, the ministry said.
Spending was estimated at $62.2
billion, 1.6% lower than in the
current year, the ministry said.
Revenues were projected at $24.3
billion, of which oil income is estimated at $19.1 billion, some 78% of
public revenues.
Income from oil contributed
more than 94% of revenues in the
Gulf emirate before the decline in
crude prices.
Kuwait has projected a shortfall
of $23 billion in the fiscal year that
ends March 31st, the first deficit
after 16 years of surplus. The Gulf
state, which has a native population of just 1.3 million, built around
$600 billion in fiscal reserves in
those years.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Jordanian women turn to
martial arts for protection
Ruba Zeidan

Amman

I

n a well-lit, pinkish-walled centre in Amman’s affluent western suburbs, one teenager kept
to herself as she warmed up
ahead of her martial arts class.
The girl, who said her name was
Laila, had been encouraged by her
mother to take women’s self-defence lessons which include tactics
to ward off abuse.
“My father used to beat my mother. She remained quiet about it and
also forced us to stay silent,” Laila
said.
The softly spoken girl said her
mother acted “out of conviction
that a woman will do nothing to disobey her husband, not even defend
herself”.
Cases like Laila’s are not rare, according to Lina Khalifah, owner of
SheFighter, a women’s self-defence
centre. SheFighter and another centre in Amman provide dedicated
programmes for women. About
2,800 women are enrolled in classes
at the facilities.
“You’d be surprised how a large
segment of women in underprivileged areas view submission as part
of religious convictions,” Khalifah

said. “They believe being submissive is part of their holy duty as
wives and mothers.”
Scores of Jordanian women of all
ages are taking up the strenuous
martial arts classes, driven by personal motivation, mere curiosity or
because they have been victims of
verbal or physical abuse.
Jordanian police say there has
been a steady increase in reports
of physical and verbal harassment
of women in the male-dominated, conservative Muslim country,
where men traditionally have the
final word in all family matters.

“We live in a society
that does not
sympathise enough
with women
victims.”
Generally, women would not admit to being subject to harassment
because of the “shame” this could
bring to the family. The “shame
culture” is common in patriarchal
societies, where violence against
women comes in many forms.
In addition to domestic violence
— at least 1,230 cases were reported
in Amman in the last quarter of 2015
— there are “honour killings”, in
which a male kills a female relative

(Credit: Ruba Zaidan)
Jordanian women train at a centre in Amman that offers classes in
self-defence dedicated to women.

for petty reasons, such as dating.
At least 20 women die in honour
crimes in Jordan each year. Autopsies determined nearly all the victims were virgins.
Reports of rape are also increasing. Police records show there were
94 allegations of rapes reported in
2015, compared with 57 in 2014.
Officials insist the number is no
reflection of reality, since many attacks go unreported under the culture of shame.
Niveen moved gracefully while
fiercely punching the sand bag
hanging from the ceiling, her hair
tied in a careless pony tail. She said
she enrolled in martial arts classes
because she wanted to “explore a
different type of sport”.
“I wanted to try what used to be a
guy thing,” Niveen said. “I heard my
male colleagues talk about the way
they feel after kickboxing classes
and thought ‘Why not give it a try?’”
Khalifah said women come to
SheFighter with different stories.
“I’ve met some who genuinely
believe in the concept. Others are
here in an attempt to boost their
self-esteem. But most of the trainees come to me with sad stories of
family abuse or street harassment,”
she explained.
She recounted the tragedy of a
student who was repeatedly raped
by her fiancé and could not tell her
parents. Eventually, he abandoned
her and left her feeling shame and
despair.
“She couldn’t forgive herself for
being weak, for not standing up
for herself and saying no,” Khalifah
said.
A study by Mahmoud al-Jundi
at the Centre for Peace & Conflict
Studies in 2014 concluded that 53%
of Jordanian women have been
sexually harassed at least once in
their lives. And, in a region where
women are unlikely to report such
incidents, the numbers are probably much higher, the study noted.
Police Major Alia Obeid said
authorities usually refrain from
disclosing figures on harassment

(Credit: Courtesy of Shefighter centre in Amman)
A Jordanian woman trains on self-defence tactics at a specialised
centre in Amman.
because the matters “need to be
tackled in utmost secrecy”.
“We live in a society that does not
sympathise enough with women
victims,” explained Obeid, head of
the Research Department at Amman’s Family Protection Unit.
At the centre, Khalifah does not
only provide physical training. She
devised a programme focusing on
identifying warning signs, anticipating possible attacks, building
self-esteem through coaching and
counselling, in addition to fighting
back.
Asked why women should not
use pepper spray or tasers, Khalifah replied: “Why not to train your
body to be the weapon?”
Unfortunate personal experiences are not the sole driver behind the

increase of Jordanian women seeking to learn how to fight.
Sara, a 27-year-old engineer who
has been taking self-defence classes for more than six months, said
women need to work more on their
personalities, not only their physical strength.
“I do not believe that mastering
a few moves would shield me from
abuse,” she said. “The Israeli Army
has the world’s highest rates of sexual harassment, although female
cadets are well-trained and physically fit.
“I’m here for the adrenaline rush.”
Ruba Zeidan is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Jordan, where
she has covered social, cultural and
economic issues for ten years.

Ideas to reduce MENA youth unemployment in short supply
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

T

he recent protests in Tunisia by young people
over the lack of jobs rattled a country that many
observers hailed as the
only success that emerged from
the “Arab spring”.
These same observers argue that
high youth unemployment was
one of the chief factors that led to
the 2011 uprisings in Tunisia and
other Arab countries.

The World Bank, in a
2015 report, called
for a “new social
contract” for the
MENA region.
Indeed, many analysts had
flagged youth unemployment as
a serious problem before 2011. In
Addressing The 100 Million Youth
Challenge, a seminal study published by the World Economic
Forum, Navtej Dhillon and Tarik
Yousef pointed out that youth
unemployment of about 30% in
many Arab countries was delaying
the process, particularly for young
males, to obtain a job, marry and
have a home of their own.
Many young people hoped that
the “Arab spring” would lead to
a fairer system by ending corruption and crony capitalism but
these hopes have been dashed. If

anything, the jobless rate among
youth is even higher today.
In the early years of many Arab
revolutionary-republican regimes,
like that of Egypt, youth unemployment was dealt with by guaranteeing every university graduate
a job in the civil service. Although
such jobs did not pay very well and
often mismatched one’s degree
with a position, they at least gave
a young person a certain status, job
security, health benefits and a pension.
This was often referred to as
the “social contract”: In return for
such jobs and benefits, the young
intelligentsia was to support the
regime. Many young people in that
era (the 1950s and 1960s) were eager to be part of the government to
help society progress.
Over time, however, this system
became untenable. The civil service expanded to such a degree
that it became a bloated institution
and a drain on state resources. As
a result, governments eventually
stretched out the hiring process to
such an extent that many graduates simply gave up waiting. In
Egypt, the wait time for a civil service job for a graduate was nearly
ten years by the 1990s.
But what is the alternative for
young people? With the government no longer a viable employer,
many youths have looked to the
private sector. However, because
of the legacy of state socialism in
many Arab states, private sectors
often are not very strong or welldeveloped and successful private
sector companies, as well as sub-

Wall graffiti in Kasserine, Tunisia, reads “where is employment?”
sidiaries of foreign companies,
tend to hire those who have graduated from universities abroad.
This situation led to a two-tier
system that is self-perpetuating:
Children of the elite tend to get the
better jobs because their parents
can afford the tuition at foreign
universities and have connections
to the business elite; those from
middle- and lower-middle-class
families who obtain degrees from
state universities are often left
with no meaningful job prospects.
Some enlightened business leaders in the Arab world have recognised this problem and are trying

to change the curriculum at state
universities to gear education to
the needs of the private sector and
make graduates more marketable.
This is a commendable endeavour
but it will take years to achieve, in
large part because many state universities in the Arab world are slow
to change.
Outside players such as the US
Agency for International Development (USAID) and the World Bank
have also recognised the severity
of the problem and are trying to
help, but with mixed results. Under the rubric of Investing for Resilience and Prosperity, USAID has

been concentrating on job-training
skills and promoting entrepreneurship by providing start-up
capital, training and mentorships
in the MENA region.
The World Bank, in a 2015 report, called for a “new social contract” for the MENA region that
emphasises private-sector jobs
and quality services, “where the
state facilitates competition in domestic markets and organises services delivery so that citizens can
hold providers accountable.” Like
USAID, the World Bank is trying to
promote small enterprises.
Although such efforts will likely
make some progress in reducing
the youth unemployment problem, not everyone is suited to be an
entrepreneur nor are governments
willing or able to level the playing field to allow for a true market
economy because crony capitalism
is prevalent.
On top of these problems are
poor
macroeconomic
trends,
namely the drop in the price of oil
— which hurts not only oil-producing countries but poorer countries
that receive financial assistance
from the oil states — and the decline in tourism because of terrorist incidents in the region.
Until economic growth picks
up, the private sector expands and
state universities reform, youth
unemployment will remain a serious and potentially explosive situation. It behoves all parties interested in the stability and progress
of the Arab world to develop and
fund more creative ideas to tackle
the problem.
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Nemer Saade brings male fashion
to the Arab world
Dunia El-Zobaidi

London

A

n undeterred determination to “create beauty
amid all the ugliness
around” is the driving
force behind the creations of Lebanese designer Nemer
Saade, the Arab world’s foremost
male fashion designer. He has capitalised on a trend encouraging Arab
men to invest more in their looks
and style.
A descendant of a long line of tailors, Saade discovered quite early
on a penchant for tailoring, cutting
his first patterns at the age of 16. He
says that after graduating from Beirut’s fashion design school, Esmod,
he felt “it was time to bring special
attention to the Arab man”.
“Inspiration for a designer can
come from anywhere anytime.
What typifies a designer is an inherent touch, lines that contour
these designs, unique features and
imprints,” Saade said.
More Arab men, especially in
the last decade, have stepped out
of the traditional structure and
adopted the “cosmopolitan” look.
They have always looked elegant
and stylish in their traditional dress
but the concentration on women
has made designers ignore the opportunity of dressing men.

More Arab men,
especially in the last
decade, have
stepped out of the
traditional structure
and adopted the
“cosmopolitan”
look.
The increasing appreciation that
men can have many unique styles
like women, spurred demand to
catch up. Saade’s fashion house
is the first to dedicate all its work
to men, to establish the trend and
make it a mission to highlight their

brilliant heritage, culture and versatility.
Special groom tuxedo designs
were the first to put the Saade designers under the limelight. A fashion show back in 2005 launched its
slim-fit suits and shirts ushered in a
new era in the Arab world, typifying the unique touches of Saade.
Saade established his brand
name, Nemer Saade Haute Couture
for men, shortly after having the
first male fashion show from the
region, which was broadcast live
on Fashion TV network, helping
him gain international exposure
and “raise awareness” about his
designs.

Nemer Saade has
capitalised on a
trend encouraging
Arab men to invest
more in their looks
and style.
Arab singers Wael Kfoury, Fares
Karam and Ragheb Alama wore
his clothes and helped spread the
image, Saade said. But the turning
point came in 2010, when he was
singled out to dress international
celebrities such as musician Slash
from the band Guns N’ Roses, singers Tonex and Usher for the Grammy Awards, and the American Idol
runner-up Adam Lambert.
This catapulted Saade’s brand
into the wider world of entertainment that liked the difference of
being dressed by the first Arab male
designer who comes from Beirut.
“Stylists of celebrities always
look for diversity and the perfect
match that makes the celebrities
they work for to be uniquely presented,” Saade said, commenting
on his first international exposure.
“It was exceptional to say the
least… knowing the level of exposure and competition to deliver the
best when critics give credit to elegance and anatomise every detail
when they can slash you to pieces
if you fail.”
“The amount of research, the
endless days of seeking inspiration
and the detailed study of the career

From Nemer Saade’s collection Stop the Wars
presented in November 2015.
and personalities of the celebrity
we opted to dress was voluminous,”
he added.
Saade said he knew that he had
set higher standards for himself
and needed “to achieve more to
move to the next phase”.
“Success is always contested,
challenged and competed with.
Once you manage to place your
brand among the great in the field,
the rules of the game change. You
are continuously under scrutiny;
even the slightest hiccup is exaggerated,” Saade said.
Saade said he is proud to start the
trend but also welcomes anyone

Nemer Saade collection Stop the Wars presented at
La Mode à Beyrouth, Beirut Fashion Week.

who has a vision and can add to the
industry to deliver unique style and
definite quality to the Arab world.
Recently, he released a unique
thematic collection called Stop the
Wars as part of La Mode à Beyrouth
Fashion Week last November in
Beirut. He presented 45 new styles
as evidence that the Nemer Saade
Haute Couture will continue to produce innovations in men’s fashion
and that it won’t be deterred by the
unstable political situation and volatile security in Lebanon.
“We wanted to demonstrate the
ugliness of conflict and war and
that the devastating effects should

never lead us to desperation and
surrendering to defeat,” he said.
“Beauty and willingness to embrace life should always lead us to
challenge difficulties.”
While continuing its expansion
in the Middle East and around the
world, Nemer Saade Haute Couture
diversifies its line to meet growing
customers’ demand. In February
2014 it launched a line of madeto-measure shoes shortly followed
by S-line, a collection of bespoke
shirts.
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.

Iraqis eye the future of their country in Whose Peace will it Be?
Karen Dabrowska

London

“

T

he liberation of Iraq?”
Sabah al-Mukhtar, the
Iraqi president of the
Arab Lawyers Association, exclaimed with a
cynical laugh when asked about the
future of his war-torn country.
“Before occupation [US invasion
in 2003], almost every Iraqi village had electricity. Now Baghdad
barely has three days of power, investment dropped to almost zero
as a result of insecurity and almost
2.5 million children have no schooling.”

The occupation
forces and local
allies attempted to
erase cultural
heritage and
memory.
Naji Haraj, a former Iraqi diplomat and human rights defender living in Switzerland, describes Iraq as
a country without human rights.
“Since occupation and under the
successive puppet governments,
execution rates in Iraq have reached
record numbers. Mass campaigns
of arbitrary arrests are the norm under the guise of ‘fighting terrorism’.
Peaceful demonstrators are called
terrorists and arrested. Disappear-

ances continue to rise and secret
prisons are still in use,” he said.
Behnam Keryo, an Iraqi artist
and activist living in France, commented: “Geographically Iraq can’t
be but tolerant. Every time minorities were persecuted, it was always
because of a foreign invasion. Iraq
has to quell the invaders and their
puppets and recover its very soul.”
Mukhtar, Haraj and Keryo are
among 24 Iraqis and a number of
Western intellectuals who shared
their views about the future of Iraq
with Belgian film director and producer Luc Pien in a 61-minute documentary titled Whose Peace will it
Be?
In the film, Haifa Zangana, an
Iraqi writer and activist living in
London, said: “With the aim of creating a compliant population, the
occupation forces and local allies
attempted to erase cultural heritage and memory, torching libraries, pillaging museums and ancient
sites and targeting academics and
scientists.”
“Sixty percent of Iraqi writers
and artists had to flee the country
since 2003. For those who continue
to live in Iraq, art and creativity
have become either a survival kit or
an act of resistance,” she said.
Introducing his film at a London
screening at the P21 Gallery, Pien
said he wanted to make a documentary in which Iraqis themselves
would speak about their problems
and state facts about their country. “The things that are stated are

A Whose Peace will it Be? poster.
facts,” Pien said. “But instead of
showing facts through images of
killing and destruction, I let people
speak… I tried to make the words
of people become an image and
the beauty and poetry of the words
came together.”
The inspiration for the film came
from a conference March 2014 in
Belgium, grouping intellectuals,
artists and activists who denounce
the logic of permanent war deployed against the Middle East
region. Pien was asked to film the
conference organised by the Brussels Tribunal in which Iraq featured
prominently.
“Then I wanted to raise awareness about the situation in this

country,” Pien said.
Whose Peace will it Be? is a string
of sound bites of varying lengths
from the 24 interviewees, which
Pien describes as a monologue from
people who express the same view.
Instead of letting participants state
their case without interruption, the
film moves back and forth between
interviewees. The result is a series
of powerful and insightful, though
disorderly, comments.
In publicity material accompanying the documentary, Pien states
that it is not aimed at Middle Eastern specialists. “It is intended for
people who want to have a better
understanding of the situation on
the ground,” he said.

However, background information and a comprehensive historical
summary of recent events are sadly
lacking. Also absent from Pien’s
interviewees were Iraqis from the
then-opposition who welcomed
the US intervention and Iraqi politicians who were in the government
post-2003.
All the interviewees rejected war
and were totally opposed to the
invasion and occupation of Iraq.
Their conclusion was that peace is
the only solution that will enable
Iraqis to solve their problems without outside interference.
While Iraqi academics of the diaspora mused on the need for freedom, education and humanity for
the Arab world, Western scholars
elaborated how knowledge about
and respect for other cultures and
people have vanished.
A member of the audience at the
London screening congratulated
Pien for making the concerted effort to bring Iraqis together to tell
their stories.
“For the past 12 years, 90% of the
people who spoke about Iraq do
not even speak Arabic yet they tell
Iraqis how they should solve their
problems,” the audience member
said. “You presented the real picture. You allowed the real Iraqis to
express their views.”
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of The
Arab Weekly.
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War-torn Iraq a destination for
daring travellers
Karen Dabrowska

London

E

ach member of the group
had a different reason for
embarking on a tour of
ancient Mesopotamia —
present day Iraq — and
home of the world’s most ancient
civilisation and heritage.
Paul Power from the United
Kingdom is passionate for historic cities. Belgian Marie Anne
Guery learns more about the home
country of her deceased husband.
Another member of the group, a
librarian from California, was visiting every country of the world and
collecting all the visas.
Normally, Iraq is a place to be
avoided, especially by foreigners, but surprisingly it is attracting
adventurous and curious visitors
who are willing to take a calculated
risk by travelling between ancient
sites while escorted by heavily
armed guards.
“For many years, I wanted to visit Iraq because of its pivotal importance in the development of civilisation,” Power said. “I have also
had an interest in Islam and Arabic
and not visiting Iraq left a large gap
in my travel experiences… Even
though security issues are obviously important.
“My impression after completing the 14-day trip was that it was
all worthwhile.”
Power was among the very few
adventurous foreign tourists who
visited Iraq in the past few years
despite rampant insecurity, turmoil and lawlessness.

Iraq is attracting
adventurous and
curious visitors who
are willing to take a
calculated risk.
For years, Iraq has been in the
headlines as a conflict zone further
propelled into notoriety with the
takeover of large parts of the north
of the country by Islamic State
(ISIS).
For Guery, on her third trip to
Iraq since 2011, getting to know
the war-torn country and the Iraqi
people is a personal and emotional
matter. “I was in the country of my
beloved (late husband) Kamel and
I could see all what he saw. I talked
to his people in the delicious Iraqi
dialect. I was in paradise.”
“I saw Iraq as it is, a wonderfully
beautiful country with lots of po-

Agenda

Algiers:
Through February 11th
The National Museum of
Contemporary Art in Algiers
hosts the seventh International
Festival of Contemporary Art.
Artists from Greece, France,
Brazil, Morocco, Mali, Algeria, Congo, Senegal and other
countries are participating in
the 2016 event.

Dubai:
February 10th-13th
The Great Moscow State
Circus and producer Centre of
Zapashny Brothers present the
UFO Circus from another Planet
for the first time in Dubai. Featuring aerial gymnasts, trapeze
artists to skaters, jumpers and
more, the programme follows the story of a man who is
abducted by aliens. The event
takes place in the Dubai World
Trade Centre.

Beirut:
February 16th-March 20th

Visitors at the Iraqi National Museum in Baghdad.
tential but stuck in the mud of a
deep and sad misery; corruption
and ineffectiveness of the political
class at all levels,” Guery said.
While tourists must put up with
Iraq’s poor infrastructure and often
a difficult-to-navigate visa system,
a handful of tour operators have
been taking groups to the country.
“Despite the chaos surrounding
Iraq and neighbouring countries
during 2015, we were able to operate our tours successfully,” said
Geoff Hann, an expert on Mesopotamian history, whose Hinterland
Travel has also been organising
trips to such unusual destinations
as Afghanistan and Pakistan’s
Kashmir.
“However, due to the security
situation and the spread of ISIS,
we did not go anywhere north of
Baghdad but our travellers were
greeted with much warmth by local Iraqis when we found our way
to less well-known ancient sites
such as Lagash and Telloh in the
deep south,” he said.
The “unusual tourists” came
mostly from the United States,
Australia, Canada and New Zealand in addition to Germany and
the United Kingdom as well as a
few Chinese and Singaporean. The
trip of 10-14 days costs $5,000.
An official at the Iraqi Ministry

of Tourism said a small number
of tourists have visited Iraq after agreeing to a clearly defined
schedule restricted to certain sites
in the south and Baghdad. “No
more than three small groups have
visited Iraq annually,” added the
official who requested anonymity.
The trip starts in Baghdad with a
city tour and a visit to the recently
reopened Iraqi Museum and to Tell
Harmal dating to 1800BC, which
gives visitors an idea of what an
ancient Babylonian town would
have been like.
It includes a tour of ancient Mesopotamian cities south of Baghdad, including Kish, Babylon, Borsippa, Nippur and Uruk, the city
where writing began.
Located to the north-west of the
confluence of the Euphrates and
Tigris rivers, Lagash, is a top attraction on the programme, being
one of the oldest cities in Sumer
(3500-2000BC) and home to the
E-ninnu temple, constructed by
Sumerian King Gudea of Lagash in
the mid-22nd century BC.
Also on the itinerary is a visit
to the At-Tar caves, a complex of
about 400 caves carved out of the
flanks of a series of fine-grained
sedimentary rock escarpments
alongside the artificial Lake Milh.
Another highlight of the tour

is the marshlands, Iraq’s first national park where shallow lagoons
cover about 10,000 sq. km and
are home to an endless variety of
birds, fish, plants and reeds. Despite the exodus of many young
people, Marsh Arabs still live in
reed huts in their ancestral homeland as they did 6,000 years ago.
Hinterland Travel started organising tours of Iraq 30 years ago. The
greatest problem in visiting Iraq is
the endless number of checkpoints
where a prolonged wait is not unusual.

A handful of tour
operators have been
taking groups to the
country.
After the 2003 US invasion,
which toppled late Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein, Iranian influence
has increased, Hann noted.
“The young Shias seem to be indoctrinated with Iranian propaganda,” he said. “They are very strict
with Western tourists: women
have to ensure not a single strand
of hair is showing beneath their
hijab when they visit the mosques
and tombs of the Shia imams in the
cities of Najaf and Karbala.”

Al Bustan International Festival
of Music and the Performing
Arts is a musical celebration
that takes place over five weeks
in various venues in Beirut
with an emphasis on chamber
music. The festival promotes
and celebrates music from all
over the world and includes orchestral concerts, choral music,
puppets, opera and dance.

Dubai:
February 25th-March 12th
The Dubai Food Festival is a
citywide festival that each year
celebrates Dubai’s emergence
as a gastronomic destination.
The event offers an impressive
schedule of food-related events
and promotions that highlight
Dubai’s food scene.

Tafraoute, Morocco:
March 6th-8th
The Almond Blossom Festival,
celebrated every year in Morocco, sees villagers mark harvest
time with Berber dancing, singing and almond tastings. International musicians and actors
mingle with local performers
to produce live events based on
Moroccan folklore.

Doha:
During March
The International Kite Festival
takes place in Katara, a village
in Doha, and attracts international visitors during two days
of culture and art. During the
festival, the sky above Katara
is dotted with thousands of
kites, including those flown
by internationally recognised
kiting pilot teams from India,
the United States, China, South
Korea and Japan. The variety
of activities scheduled includes
kiting workshops, face-painting, street painting and more.

Tunis:
April 8th-17th
The 11th anniversary Jazz à
Carthage music festival brings
together renowned international and local musicians to
perform and attend discovery
concerts, lectures, exhibitions
and nightly jam sessions.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.

The ancient city of Lagash in Iraq.

The Marshlands: Iraq’s first national park.
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